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Part 1: MDL language specification
Chapter 1: What is MDL?
1. Problem and solution
Model based-drug development (MBDD) is accepted as a vital approach in
understanding patient risk/benefit and attrition. At the core of MBDD lies
Modelling and Simulation (M&S), a technology providing the basis for
informed, quantitative decision-making.
M&S facilitates the continuous integration of available information related to a
drug or disease into constantly-evolving mathematical models capable of
describing and predicting the behaviour of studied systems to address the
questions researchers, regulators, and public health care bodies face when
bringing drugs to patients.
The full adoption of MBDD is frustrated by a lack of common tools, languages
and ontologies for M&S, which often leads to inefficient reuse of data and
duplication of effort by academic, industrial and regulatory stakeholders.
The Drug Disease Model Resources (DDMoRe) consortium was
established to resolve this issue by providing a newly developed common
definition language for data, models and workflows, along with an ontology
based standard for storage and transfer of models and associated metadata.
This language is currently known under the working name MDL (Model
Description Language), and the current document presents its first
implementation.
An open-source interoperability framework is the backbone for the integration
of M&S applications into seamless, standardized but flexible workflows. There
is ongoing work on the integration of the currently-used tools (e.g. NONMEM,
WinBUGS, MATLAB, R) into the framework. This is done by converting the
MDL specifications into a model exchange language, PharmML, and
ultimately into executable specifications in these target languages. The
current document explains how MDL specifications are translated into NMTRAN, an input language for NONMEM, and PharmML, a newly developed by
DDMoRe consortium model exchange language.

2. DDMoRe consortium
The Drug Disease Model Resources (DDMoRe) consortium aims to promote
collaborative drug and disease modelling and simulation research. Its aim is
to develop tools and standards that will help the consortium members and
later the wider scientific community achieve this goal.
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The detailed information about the involved partners can be found at the
DDMoRe web site http://www.ddmore.eu.
Providing the MDL, MDL Editor and the converter toolbox is a key goal of the
consortium as it underpins a number of related deliverables of the consortium.
In particular:
 Model Coding Language Specification aims at describing the meaning
and use of a new modelling language as perceived by the end users.
 Task Execution Language Specification aims at defining the way model
specifications are processed by target tools.
 Use Case Examples target at validation of consistency and usability of
the new language and tools
 Converter Toolbox deals with the conversion of MDL to PharmML and
target languages (e.g., NM-TRAN).
The contribution of the DDMoRe consortium members in guiding and
reviewing the language development has been enormous. As the language
evolves their role in using and promoting the language and related tools to the
wider community will be invaluable.

3. MDL: domain-specific scripting language
A domain-specific language (DSL) is a type of programming or specification
language in software development and domain engineering dedicated to a
particular problem domain, a particular problem representation technique,
and/or a particular solution technique.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domain-specific_language
A scripting language is a programming language that supports the writing of
scripts, programs written for a special runtime environment that can interpret
and automate the execution of tasks which could alternatively be executed
one-by-one by a human operator.
Typically, a scripting language is characterized by the following properties:
 Ease of use. Scripting languages are intended to be very fast to pick
up and author programs in. This generally implies relatively simple
syntax and semantics.
 OS facilities - especially file system and related, built in with easy
interfaces. Scripting is usually aimed at desktops, limiting the portability
needs of the pre-built libraries.
 Interpreted from source code - to give the fastest turnaround from
script to execution. On a desktop, the performance of even a slow
interpreter is often non-problematic. In comparison, non-scripting
languages intended for large programs are often precompiled in at
least some sense for superior performance.
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 Relatively loose structure.
Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scripting_language
The latter means that a scripting language should not be strict on e.g., rules
about which elements are defined in which files, it should be possible to
simply define language elements (e g., functions) in a single file.
Given the definitions above, we can characterize MDL as a domain specific
scripting language.
Implementing a programming language, even in the form of a domain-specific
scripting language, is time consuming and typically involves the following
steps:
 writing the parser using a compiler generator (like, e.g., Flex & Bison
and ANTLR),
 building the abstract syntax tree (AST),
 perform all the visits on the AST (e.g., type checking),
 generate code into a target language or build the interpreter.
Moreover, having an integrated development environment (IDE) for the
language is something that nowadays programmers are used to. Mechanisms
like code completion, program outline, syntax highlighting, and so on, are
typical for many professional programming editors, and surely increment
productivity.
Building an IDE from scratch for a language makes a little sense, since it
would require the implementation of many recurrent functionalities, thus it is
always better to rely on an existing one.
With the growing demand for programming and scripting languages, both
generic and domain-specific, it is not surprising that professional libraries and
toolboxes were developed to simplify the life of language designers.
One of the most extensible and powerful environments for development of
programming languages as well as other domain-specific languages (DSLs),
building editors and covering all the aspects of professional IDEs for
enhancing productivity is provided by the combination of Eclipse IDE and
xText library, a high-level framework that generates most of the typical and
recurrent artifacts necessary for a fully-fledged IDE on top of Eclipse.
The plugins generated by xText already implement most of the recurrent
artifacts for a language IDE, and they can be easily customized by “injecting”
custom language mechanism implementations.
Due to the decision to use Eclipse/xText frameworks for MDL development,
the MDL Editor, became a central part of the project, providing syntactical and
semantical validation of MDL specifications as well as visual features helping
users to work faster, execute models and see results in the same
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environment. We will present MDL in this document in tight connection with
the capabilities of the development environment.

4. How MDL IDE was developed
The development of MDL was conducted by a group of experts in
pharmacometric modelling. The group collected requirements from teams with
various expertises to make the MDL expressive and suitable for analysis of
models that are currently performed by several tools (e.g., NONMEM,
WinBUGS, MATLAB, R). Thus, the first and the most important requirement
for MDL was to be able to express models that are currently expressed in
other languages used for pharmacometric modelling, without being
overloaded with unnecessary functional features that are provided by general
purpose languages such as R or domain-specific languages with a much
broader range of applications such as MATLAB.
The contribution of the authors as computer scientists lies in the formalization
of requirements, developing grammar and validation rules to convert the set of
ideas and use cases prepared by the team of modellers into a consistent
language design.
When embarking on this project we had a number of development guidelines
that we adhered to:
-

We had to take into account experience and habits of modellers who
are accustomed to use other languages and tools. In particular, syntax
of many MDL constructs originates from the R statistical language
while the names and content of MDL blocks are clearly influenced by
NM-TRAN;

-

We started with a limited scope and expanded the functionality over
time. It was required to be able to process MDL specifications with
gaps in language design. In fact, MDL specification may be modified or
extended at any moment upon request;

-

As the team of modellers did not have solid background on
programming language design principles, the developed solution is
based on a set of use cases that encode existing drug models in a way
modellers would like to see them encoded and our informed guesses
about expectations of MDL stakeholders;

-

We received help and assistance from pharmacometric experts who
tested executable models generated by the converter toolbox, pointed
issues and explained in their terms the correct procedure for MCL
specification processing;

-

We had to quickly react to changes and adjustments in the set of
language features introduced by new use cases.
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The use-case based development cycle is illustrated in Figure 1. The
generation of working models was important in ensuring MDL provides
sufficient functionality for pharmacometric modelling and specifications are
correctly translated into a target language (NM-TRAN). For this to be possible
the use cases were implemented in NM-TRAN, translated to MDL, either
manually or, on later stages, automatically, and automatically generated NMTRAN specifications were inspected by experts, executed and compared to
the original specifications, inducing either changes in the language design,
adjustment of the use cases due to the misunderstanding of MDL functionality
or increase in model complexity with the intention to improve and test the
expressiveness of MDL and the functionality of the converter toolbox.
Although this development cycle proved to work, the functionality of the MDL
to NM-TRAN converter and MDL to PharmML converter fully depend on the
scope of the use cases we were provided with and thus may not be complete.

Figure 1: MDL and converter toolbox development cycle

The development of the MDL editor was gradual as well. For each version of
MCL specification, an appropriate grammar was provided. Once the MDL
development team agreed on the scope and syntax of main MDL elements,
code generation, custom validation and IDE features such as outline view,
formatting, quick fixes, and MDL perspective were added.

Chapter 2: This document
1. What this document covers
In this document, we describe MDL design (syntax and interpretation of
language concepts) and the functionality of the MDL IDE. This document is
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complimentary to MCL Specification and readers must refer to the latter for
the explanation of pharmacometric meaning of MDL features.
In Part 1, we define what the language is, how it is encoded, what its
elements mean, and how software validates them. We explain key features of
the language, such as scoping and referencing that are important to avoid
errors in model definition.
In Part 2, we describe how MDL specifications are processed to generate NMTRAN and PharmML specifications.
In Part 3, we describe the implementation of MDL IDE. More specifically,
users are expected to refer to this part for the information on installation and
configuration of the MDL editor, details on validation rules to which a correct
MDL document must conform, related error and warning messages, “quick
fixes” which are pre-coded ways to correct an error in MDL. GUI elements
such as package manager, menus, outline view, automated formatting, MDL
perspective etc. are explained.
The Annex provides the MDL attribute grammar. This is reference material
and not intended to be read like a novel from start to finish.
To conclude, helping you to understand MDL and MDL IDE is the main goal of
this specification. We want you to use this document to understand and
review MDL. We want you to suggest improvements to the language, and
most of all, we want you to use it.

2. How to read this document
MDL is a language developed by pharmacometric modellers for
pharmacometric modellers. However, we, the authors of this specification,
and developers of MDL IDE, do not have any experience in pharmacometrics
and modelling. On the other hand, our multiple encounters with
pharmacometric modellers revealed that they do not think of MDL as a
programming language governed by pre-coded rules and tend to expect the
tools to understand what they mean or want to do because this is a widely
accepted convention or knowledge all modellers share.
Therefore, the challenge for us in drafting this specification is to explain in
understandable terms what MDL is from the point of view of language
designers and software engineers and how it actually works.
If you are a software developer targeting at understanding MDL for the
development of tools, e.g., converters from MDL to a target language or vice
versa or integrating MDL into your toolset, you can directly proceed with
reading this specification. The MDL attribute grammar in Annex will help you
to understand what MDL can express and what it cannot. Validation rules in
Part 3 can further clarify the meaning of MDL concepts. It is also advisable to
get acquainted with Eclipse and xText frameworks.
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If you are a pharmacometric modeller who wants to use MCL then you may
want to start with the D3.4. - MCL Specification and then proceed with the
current document reading Part 1 and Part 3 where MDL and MDL IDE are
explained, respectfully. The MDL specifications are converted to NM-TRAN
and PharmML automatically, so Part 2 is optional. However, if you discover
that some part of your model is incorrectly translated or missing, reading
through Part 2 may help you to understand the reasons and either fix the
model or help us to improve the converter toolbox - if the error is due to the
limitation of the conversion algorithms, we will appreciate if you report the
error and provide us with the guidelines on how your model should be
translated. For more details on how to provide feedback, read the next
section.

3. Release process and natural evolution
This document is prepared as part of the first public release of MDL, MDL
Editor and Interoperability Framework with the intention to make our work
accessible to a larger audience. The language and tools presented here are
still work-in-progress and we hope your experience will help us to achieve our
goals on designing a universal and standard modelling language with
excellent IDE support. Each new release will be accompanied by a list of
changes and the current specification will be updated to reflect the recent
developments.
Your feedback is important and we encourage you to share your
achievements or frustration with us. Whether you
 identified a defect or a bug,
 would like to add a new feature to MDL and/or MDL IDE,
 have suggestions on how to improve existing features of MDL and/or
MDL IDE,
we would like to encourage you to create a ticket at: http://sourceforge.net/p/
ddmore/tickets/.
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Chapter 3: MDL overview
1. Overview
The MDL is domain-specific scripting language to express the information
required to describe pharmacometric models and tasks.
The specification of the MDL offers constructs for coding models and
executing tasks. The definition of the pharmacometric model (model object) is
independent of any specific target modelling software. This allows the user to
specify the model in a consistent manner and facilitates understanding of the
model and associated tasks, regardless of the software used to build the
model. New modelling applications may take advantage of the standard
without having to re-invent how to describe common modelling processes.
The MDL is split into a Model Coding Language (MCL) to describe
quantitative models and a supplementary Task Execution Language (TEL) to
describe how the input from the MCL will be used to generate the desired
output.
An important concept in the MDL is the separation of data, parameters,
model, and task properties descriptions. These elements define four types of
objects that constitute an MCL specification. This supports re-usability and
interchange of the objects which define these components of the modelling
task. The fifth type of object (TEL object) describes how the aforementioned
four objects are processed.
The MCL language adds more flexibility than is found in any of the scripting
languages used for its target applications. The language supports features
that are not available in some target languages.
As a consequence of the additional flexibility there are more options and more
steps required to write the code in the MDL than are typically required in a
self-contained application script. MCL provides the means for the user to code
the model in a variety of ways which should allow easy adoption for new users
and the ability to quickly code existing models, but leaving flexibility for
experienced modellers to specify the model precisely using distributions with
the goal of defining the full, joint likelihood or through writing their own
objective functions.
The intention of MDL designers was to create a declarative language.
However, in practice MDL combines features of declarative (parameters,
ODE) and imperative languages (blocks and conditional statements).
Automated translation tools from target application scripts may aid the user to
rapidly take advantage of existing model codes and extend them to use the
features of the MDL.
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In D3.4 - MCL Specification, the intended use of MCL objects and their parts
with multiple examples and conventions on how a certain mathematical model
can be represented in MCL is described. In contrast, the current document
focuses on the characteristics of MDL as a scripting/programming language
and is meant to provide a technical reference for MDL users on MDL syntax,
semantic and processing/interpretation of MCL specifications.

2. Design issues and constraints
While working on the formalization of MDL for the MDL IDE implementation,
we encountered a number of constraints and challenges that influenced the
result. Here are some of the aspects that played their role in MDL design:
 Familiar syntax – as has been mentioned, MDL was constrained to
borrow as much as possible from existing languages, more specifically,
R.
 Possibility to reuse functionality of target languages – in the initial set of
use cases, modellers referred to functions and constructs they are
accustomed to use in other languages without realization that these
elements do not belong to MDL. We had to insist on introducing a
mechanism for describing imported functionality. More specifically,
TARGET_CODE blocks and IMPORT blocks were introduced to
incorporate snippets in target languages and re-declare functions
implemented in target languages so that they can be referred to from
MDL.
 Expectations that certain functionality of target languages will be
available in MDL even if they contradict the MDL design principles –
more specifically, on several occasions D3.4 – MCL Specification
mentions validation rules that require expression evaluation although
MDL is not a directly executable language and the evaluation can be
done only after translation of an MDL specification to a target language
and linking with required libraries from one or several target execution
environments.
 Minimal number of keywords and reserved words – in the best
traditions of a scripting language, MDL syntax should not be
overloaded with auxiliary lexical terms, which almost immediately
excluded explicitly defined types and caused certain difficulties in
distinguishing variable/parameter declarations from references. Even
such common elements as figure brackets { } to delimit blocks were not
initially welcome despite the presence of nested blocks. Another
consequence of this constraint is that most of MDL expressions are
declared as generic vectors with open sets of attributes which are later
validated against two predefined sets: a list of recognized attributes
and a list of required attributes, for each MDL block.
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 No strict requirements regarding type checking, scoping, etc. – all
current rules for the static validation of MDL were developed by the
authors with the help of other DDMoRe partners. We believe that type
checking is a helpful feature that could prevent multiple errors, but due
to the nature of MDL, namely its implicit declarations and absence of
the need for expression evaluation since they are executed by the
target languages, type checking is not considered a priority for the
release of the first version of MDL and is postponed for further
development.
 Many elements typical for a programming language design were
overlooked by modellers and were added by the authors, e.g.,
referencing to variables of other blocks and indexing rules in arrays.
We do not have a strong opinion on how such MDL elements should
look and will welcome any reasonable suggestions from modellers on
how to make MDL more convenient for them.
 No intention to define and maintain auxiliary elements such as user
defined types, classes, objects, libraries of functions etc. – while this
constraint is very reasonable per se for a scripting language, by
analysing presented use cases we revealed that enumeration types
were required and there is no guarantee that the set of such types in
the current implementation will satisfy the needs of all modellers.
Therefore it is still an open question how to make MDL flexible and
extensible enough to accommodate the needs of all types of modellers.

3. Identifiers, keywords and reserved keywords
Identifiers in MDL represent the names of objects, variables, parameters,
functions, attributes, and formal arguments and are defined as follows:
(’a’..’z’|’A’..’Z’|’_’)(’a’..’z’|’A’..’Z’|’_’| ’0’..’9’)*
Identifiers and reserved words are case sensitive. Identifiers may not have the
same spelling as any reserved keyword.
Reserved keywords

The following words have special meaning in MDL and cannot be used as
identifiers:
 ACCEPT,
 ADD,
 amt,
 Binomial,
 BUGS_CODE,
 c,
 categorical,
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 continuous,
 covariate,
 DATA,
 dataobj,
 DESIGN,
 diag,
 DROP,
 dv,
 dvid,
 else,
 ESTIMATE,
 ESTIMATION,
 EXECUTE,
 false,
 FILE,
 GROUP_VARIABLES,
 HEADER,
 id,
 idv,
 if,
 IGNORE,
 IMPORT,
 INDIVIDUAL_VARIABLES,
 INLINE,
 INPUT_VARIABLES,
 LIBRARY,
 LIKELYHOOD,
 MATLAB_CODE,
 matrix,
 mdlobj,
 mdv,
 MIXTURE,
 MODEL,
 MODEL_PREDICTION,
 MVNormal,
 NMTRAN_CODE, MLXTRAN_CODE,
 Normal,
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 OBSERVATION,
 ODE,
 OUTPUT_VARIABLES,
 PARAMETER,
 parobj,
 PML_CODE,
 Poisson,
 PRIOR_PARAMETERS,
 R_CODE,
 RANDOM_VARIABLE_DEFINITION,
 REMOVE,
 RSCRIPT,
 same,
 SIMULATE,
 SIMULATION,
 STRUCTURAL,
 STRUCTURAL_PARAMETERS,
 Student_T,
 TARGET_CODE,
 taskobj,
 telobj,
 true,
 VARIABILITY,
 VARIABILITY_PARAMETERS.
Comments:

# One line comment
/# Multiline comment #/

4. Objects
An MDL specification is composed of objects of 5 types:
 Parameter object
 Model object
 Data object
 Task object
 TEL (Task Execution Language) object
The syntax of an MDL object is as follows:
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objName = objType{blocks*},
where objName is the name of the object, objType defined the type of the
object and can take one of the following values:
 mdlobj – model object
 parobj – parameter object
 dataobj – data object
 taskobj – task object
 telobj – TEL object
Each object can include multiple blocks. The types of blocks that can be
included into an object depend on the type of this object. Objects can appear
in any order in an MDL specification. Multiple objects of the same type are
allowed. All object names within an MDL file must be different.
Model, parameter, data and task objects are described in D3.4. - MDL
Specification. The job of TEL object is to glue the different parts of the model
together and then to add information needed to carry out a task on the model.

5. Blocks
There are common blocks that can be used in any object and blocks that can
appear only in objects of a certain type. Permitted blocks can appear in any
order within an object. Multiple blocks of the same type are allowed. An MDL
block is defined as follows:
blockType {content},
where blockType defines the type of the block and can take one of the
following values:
 Model object
o INDIVIDUAL_VARIABLES
o MODEL_PREDICTION
 LIBRARY
 ODE
o RANDOM_VARIABLE_DEFINITION
o INPUT_VARIABLES
o OUTPUT_VARIABLES
o STRUCTURAL_PARAMETERS
o VARIABILITY_PARAMETERS
o GROUP_VARIABLES
 MIXTURE
o OBSERVATION
o SIMULATION
o ESTIMATION
 Parameter object
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o STRUCTURAL
o VARIABILITY
 matrix
 diag
 same
o PRIOR_PARAMETERS
 Data object
o HEADER
o FILE
 INLINE
 DESIGN
 RSCRIPT
 Task object
o PARAMETER
o DATA
o MODEL
o Task function
 ESTIMATE
 SIMULATE
 EXECUTE
 All blocks
o TARGET_CODE
o IMPORT
The content of the block consists of statements and sub-blocks in any
order.
Sub-blocks of VARIABILITY block, matrix, diag and same, and
TARGET_CODE block can come with a set of attributes:
blockName ( attributes ) { statements },
where attributes is a list of named attributes in the form attrName_i =
expr_i or unnamed expressions expr_i, and statements refer to the set
of statements in the block.
Although the MDL syntax allows users to define any attributes, a warning will
be issued if a user specifies an attribute that is not recognized by the MDL
IDE or misses a required attribute. For the list of recognized and required
attributes for each type of block refer to Section Recognizing generic list
attributes. For a more detailed description of allowed attributes refer to D3.4. MDL Specification.
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In contrast to other blocks that either are parts of an MDL object or a higher
level block, task function sub-blocks, ESTIMATE, SIMULATE and EXECUTE,
are used in task function body.
In addition, there are unnamed blocks {…} that are used to define the scope
of branches in conditional statements: if (…) {…} else {…}.
Blocks do not influence on the scopes of the MDL specification, but they
define the semantics of expressions they include.

6. Block statements
A block statement is a generic term that we use to refer to a single statement
that can be included into an MDL block. Thus, a block statement is either a
 variable or parameter declaration,
 function call,
 conditional statement (if … then … else),
 TARGET_CODE block.
The following blocks:
 Model object – INDIVIDUAL_VARIABLES,
SIMULATION, ESTIMATION, ODE, MIXTURE

OBSERVATION,

 Parameter object – PRIOR_PARAMETERS
 Task object – SIMULATE, ESTIMATE and EXECUTE
contain only statements mentioned above. Conditional statements can
recursively include one or more block statements.
The syntax of other blocks either allows other specialized constructs (e.g.,
sub-blocks) in addition to the aforementioned block statements or is restricted
to specific elements (e.g., only variable declaration).
MODEL_PREDICTION and GROUP_VARIABLES blocks can contain
generic block statements and sub-blocks: ODE and LIBRARY in
MODEL_PREDICTION and MIXTURE in GROUP_VARIABLES. The MODEL
block in addition to generic block statements can contain ADD and REMOVE
instructions.
The content of other blocks is described further in this document:
TARGET_CODE block

Target code blocks allow you to integrate code in target languages to MDL
documents. The external code specified in such blocks is not processed by
MDL IDE and is simply copied by the code generator (see Part 2) to the target
language.
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The TARGET_CODE block is defined in the form
TARGET_CODE ( attributes ) {*** external_code ***},
where attributes is an open list of named attributes in the form
attrName_i = expr_i or unnamed expressions expr_i, and
external_code is a code snippet in a target language.
Attribute

Required? Value type

Description

target

yes

Target
language

Specifies a target language

location

yes

String

Specifies a place in a target language
to place the code

First

no

Boolean

Set to true to place the external code
before other statements in a target
language for the specified location

LIBRARY sub-block statements

The LIBRARY subblock contains statements defined in the form
varName = fullyQualifiedName(attributes), where
varName is a newly declared variable that may be assigned the value
returned from the function or external library, fullyQualifiedName is a
reference to a a function, and attributes is a list of values passed to the
function/library. Just like in the case of generic list attributes, the value
passing can be done either by name or by place, e.g., both
amount = nmadvan(model=2, trans=1, ncmt=3)
and
amount = nmadvan(2, 1, 3)
are valid statements for the LIBRARY block. The latter statement assumes
that a predefined order of arguments is respected by the MDL converter to the
target language. In the current implementation of the converter, named
attributes are expected in this statement.
The following attributes are recognized and validated by the MDL IDE
Attribute

Required? Value type

Description

model

yes

Number

Model number

ncmt

no

Number

The number of compartments
in a model
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param

no

Generic list

A parameter list to pass
variables from the
MODEL_PREDICTION block
to the library

input

no

String

PK input

distribution

no

Distribution

PK distribution

elimination

no

String

PK elimination

parameterization no

String

PK parameterization

trans

Number

PK trans subroutine

no

It is expected that the invoked function returns a list (generic array) of output
parameters that can be indexed by name. As there is no way in the current
version of MDL to distinguish input and output parameters as well as to
specify their expected types1, it is expected that each of the output
parameters is a vector and its elements can be referred by position. For
example, assuming the following declaration
amount=nmadvan(…,param=list(V,CL,KA,S2,ALAG1,F,A)),

one can refer to the output vector A as to amount.A and to the i-th element of
this vector as to amount.A[i].
As one could observe, there is no difference between a set of references {
V,CL,KA,S2,ALAG1} and a list of names for output parameters {F,A} in
this specification. This should be changed in the next version of the MCL
specification.
RANDOM_VARIABLE_DEFINITION and INPUT_VARIABLES statements

RANDOM_VARIABLE_DEFINITION and INPUT_VARIABLES blocks are
used to declare variables in one of the following forms:
 varName = expr
 varName ~ randomList
 functName(varName) ~ randomList,
here varName is the name of the newly declared variable, expr is any MDL
expression, i.e., a mathematical expression, a generic list, an ode list or a

1

The format of a statement for function import in the IMPORT block described in this
documentation is a placeholder – the proper format has not been designed yet.
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predefined enumeration type, randomList is a random list and functName
is the identifier of a mathematical function with one argument.
OUTPUT_VARIABLES statements

The OUTPUT_VARIABLES block can contain a list of fully qualified names
which are reference to MDL variables declared in other blocks. See Section
References for the details about variable declaration and references.
STRUCTURAL_PARAMETERS and VARIABILITY_PARAMETERS statements

The OUTPUT_VARIABLES block can contain a list of fully qualified names
which are reference to MDL parameters declared in blocks STRUCTURAL
and VARIABILITY as well as sub-blocks of VARIABILITY block.
STRUCTURAL and VARIABILITY statements

STRUCTURAL and VARIABILITY blocks can contain parameter declarations
in the form:
paramName = list,
where paramName is the name of the parameter and list is a generic list of
attributes. The following attributes are recognized by the MDL IDE for the
STRUCTURAL block:
Attribute

Required? Value type

Description

value

yes

Number

Value used as an initial estimate for
estimation or as a value for
simulation.

lo

no

Number

Defines lower bound for estimation.

hi

no

Number

Defines upper bound for estimation.

fix

no

Boolean

When 'fix' is true the parameter will
not be estimated in an estimation
task.

units

no

String, e.g.,
“L/h/70kg”

Defines parameter units

String

Transformation function

transform no

The following attributes are recognized by the MDL IDE for the VARIABILITY
block:
Attribute

Required? Value type

Description

value

yes

Value used as an initial estimate for

Number
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estimation or as a value for
simulation.
type

no

String:
“SD”,
“VAR”

Used to indicate if variability is defined
as "SD" i.e. standard deviations and
correlations, or "VAR" i.e. variances
and covariances. The default value is
“SD”

fix

no

Boolean

When 'fix' is true the parameter will
not be estimated in an estimation
task.

units

no

String, e.g.,
“mg/L”

Defines parameter units

String

Transformation function

transform no

VARIABILITY sub-block (matrix, diag, same) content

Any VARIBILITY block can contain sub-blocks defined as follows:
 matrix(attributes){atributes}
 diag(attributes){attributes}
 same(attributes){formalArgs}
where attributes is a list of named attributes in the form attrName_i =
expr_i or unnamed expressions expr_i, and formalArgs is a list of
identifiers ID_i.
The following attributes are recognized by the MDL IDE for the VARIABILITY
sub-blocks:
Attribute

Required? Value type

Description

value

yes

Number

Value used as an initial estimate for
estimation or as a value for
simulation.

type

no

String:
“SD”,
“VAR”

Used to indicate if variability is defined
as "SD" i.e. standard deviations and
correlations, or "VAR" i.e. variances
and covariances. The default value is
“SD”

fix

no

Boolean

When 'fix' is true the parameter will
not be estimated in an estimation
task.
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HEADER and PARAMETER block statements

Parameter object HEADER block and task object PARAMETER block contain
syntactic constructs in the form:
fullyQualifiedName = list(attributes),
where fullyQualifiedName is a fully qualified name that refers to a
variable or a parameter, respectively, and attributes define new values of
existing attributes or add new attributes to the list of defined variable or
parameter attributes. As these statements are used to modify existing
variables and parameters, we call them symbol modification statements.
The following attributes are recognized by the MDL IDE for the HEADER
block statements:
Attribute

Required? Value type

Description

type

yes

categorical,
continuous

Indicates type of the values of the
variable defined in the HEADER
block

units

no

String, e.g.,
“mg/L”

Defines variable units

recode

no

Generic list

Can be used to assign other values
to the attributes of the declared
variable

boundaries no

Genetic list

Defined lower and upper bound for
the variable value

missing

?

? (reserved)

no

FILE statements

FILE block may include statements of four types:
 Variable declarations as described in Section
RANDOM_VARIABLE_DEFINITION and INPUT_VARIABLES
statements.
 INLINE sub-blocks
 DESIGN sub-blocks
 RScript sub-blocks
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FILE sub-block statements: INLINE, DESIGN, RSCRIPT

The INLINE sub-blocks are used to define table-like input data in the following
form:
fullyQualifiedName* (NUMBER | . )*
where fullyQualifiedName is a fully qualified name that refers to a
declared variable, NUMBER defines a numeric value to add to the column
identified by the variable. Alternatively, “.” is used to refer to a missing or a
skipped value in the column. | shows that a numeric value or a dot to skip
such a value can be used alternatively and * indicates that multiple definitions
(0 or more) are permitted.
The DESIGN sub-blocks are used to define lists of variables with attributes in
the following forms:
fullyQualifiedName = expr
fullyQualifiedName[varList] = expr
where fullQualifiedName is a fully qualified name that refers to a
declared variable, varList is an optional list of fully qualified names that
refer to declared variables in the form fullQualifiedName_1,...,
fullyQualifiedName_n, and expr is any MDL expression, i.e., a
mathematical expression, a generic list, an ode list or a predefined
enumeration type
The RSCRIPT sub-blocks are used to declare variables that are either strings
or references to MDL objects:
varName = STRING
varName = objName
DATA block statements

The DATA block includes three types of statements:
 IGNORE instructions
 ACCEPT instructions
 DROP lists
For their description see Section Statement and expressions.
MODEL block statements

Apart from block statements (variable declaration, function call, conditional
statements and TARGET_CODE blocks), MDL MODEL blocks can contain
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ADD and REMOVE instructions. For their description see Section Statement
and expressions.
IMPORT block statements

MDL IMPORT blocks are used to re-declare functions defined in target
languages:
functName = list(attributes),
where functName defines a new name for the imported function that will be
used in MDL to call the target function. The new name is assigned to the
function to avoid incompatibility with target language syntax and avoid
ambiguity as different target execution environments can provide functions
with the same name/signatures but different behaviour. The details necessary
to identify and locate the imported function in a target language must be
specified in attributes. The following set of attributes are currently
processed by the MDL IDE:
Attribute

Required? Value type

Description

target

yes

target
language

Specifies a target language

name

no

String

Name of the imported function in the
target language. If the name is not
defined, the name of the function in
function declaration is used to locate
the target function

ncmt

no

Number

The number of compartments in a
model

param

no

Generic list

A list of parameters (formal
arguments) that need to be passed to
the function

trans

yes

?

?

This IMPORT block is not defined in the MCL specification at its purpose is
technical: it needs to be added to the specification to enable the identification
of functions in target languages that correspond to the function invocations in
MDL. It is expected that libraries of such predefined declarations for different
target languages will be available.

7. Variables and parameters
A variable declaration has the following syntax:
 varName = expr
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 varName ~ randomList
 functName(varName) ~ randomList,
here varName is the name of the newly declared variable, expr is any MDL
expression, i.e., a mathematical expression, a generic list, an ode list or a
predefined enumeration type, randomList is a random list and functName
is the identifier of a mathematical function with one argument.
A parameter declaration can be only in the form:
paramName = list(sttributes)
Since MDL expressions include also generic lists, variable declarations that
assign list values to the declared variable are syntactically indistinguishable
from parameter declarations. The MDL IDE decides whether a user declared
a parameter or a variable based on the block type.

8. Functions
MDL expressions may include function calls. Three types of functions ae
recognized:
 Standard mathematical functions
 Functions in the target language
 Function declared in MDL
The following list of standard mathematical functions is validated by the MDL
IDE:
exp, ln, minus, factorial, sin, cos, tan, sec, csc, cot,
sinh, csch, coth, arcsin, arccos, arctan, arcsec, arccsc,
arccot,
arcsinh,
arccosh,arctanh,
arcsech,
arccsch,
arccoth, floor, abs, ceiling, logit, sqrt, seq.
MDL will also include possibility to call TEL functions, e.g., such as update.
The content of TEL is still under development.
Since the primary goal of MDL is to ensure tool interoperability for
pharmaceutical modeling, we should be able to reuse functions developed in
target environments. To accomplish this goal, we developed a mechanism to
import external functions to MDL specifications. This is done with the help of
function re-declaration in IMPORT blocks. For more details on syntax of
IMPORT blocks refer to the corresponding section.
Finally, MDL task objects allows users to define their own functions that
describe how to deal with model, parameter and data objects. Such functions
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can later be called from TEL objects. The syntax for function declaration is as
follows:
functName = function(formalArgs) { functionBody }
where funcName is the name of the function, formalArgs is a list of formal
arguments arg_1,…, arg_n, and function body describes the behavior of
the function using tasks of three types:
 ESTIMATE{statements},
 SIMULATE{statements},


EXECUTE{statements},

where statements refer to the set of block statements described in Section
Block Statements.
To call a function, one should use its name (or a fully qualified name) and
pass a list of actual parameters either by place or by name, e.g.,
fullyQualifiedName(expr_1,..., expr_N)
fullyQualifiedName(arg_i1=expr_i1,...,arg_iN=expr_iN)
where i1,...iN defines any permutation of N formal arguments.

9. Statements and expressions
The MDL blocks allow multiple expressions that are separated by a new line
symbol, e.g.,
statement_1
...
statement_N
Assignment statement

The basic MDL statement is the assignment statement which assigns an
expression on the right to a variable, parameter, attribute or a function on the
left, e.g.,
symbolName = expr1
Conditional statements

Conditional branching can be defined using the statement in the forms:
if (conditionalExpr) content
if (conditionalExpr) else content
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where conditionalExpr is the conditional expression defining the
branching condition, and content refers either to a single block statement or
a block consisting of multiple block statements in figure brackets, e.g.,
{statement_1 … statement_N}
The MDL expressions are not evaluated by the MDL IDE, so the logical
validity of expressions should be ensured by the user. The MDL IDE will
convert the specified MDL expressions into target language expression based
on a set of syntactic mapping rules described in Part 2.
Mathematical expressions

Mathematical expressions in MDL are defined recursively as
expr = orExpr
or
expr = orExpr? expr: expr,
where the orExpr is either
orExpr = andExpr
or a disjunction of expressions
orExp = andExpr || andExpr ... || andExpr.
The andExpr in its turn is defined as
andExpr = logicalExpr
or a disjunction of expressions
andExpr = logicalExpr && logicalExpr ... && logicalExpr.
The logical expression is either a boolean expression (BOOLEAN, which is
true or false) with an optional negation sign, i.e., !BOOLEAN, or a
combination of additive expressions:
logicalExpr = addExpr logOp addExpr … logOp addExpr,
where logOp is one of the following
<, >, <=, >=, ==, !=
and
addExpr = multExpr addOp multExpr … addOp multExpr
or a conjunction of strings (literal STRING):
addExpr = STRING addOp STRING … addOp STRING,
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where addOp is either “+” or minus “-”.
Similarly, the multExpr is defined as
multExpr = powerExpr multOp powerExpr … multOp powerExpr
where multOp is either a multiplicative operator “*”, a division operator “/”,
or a modulo operator “%”, and
powerExpr = unaryExpr ^ unaryExpr … ^ unaryExpr
is the expression that raises one parameter to the power of the following
parameter.
Please note that MDL does not establish evaluation rules for the
aforementioned expressions, e.g., from left to right or from right to left – the
evaluation methods of target environments will be applied after the MDL code
is converted to the target language. If needed, it is possible to impose the
evaluation order in the converter toolbox by generating the corresponding
expression in the target language.
The unaryExpr is a recursively defined expression consisting of an optional
unary operator + or – and another unary expression, conditional expression in
parenthesis or a primary value:
unaryExpr = unaryOp unaryExpr
unaryExpr = (conditionalExpr)
unaryExpr = primary
where primary is one of the following:
 FunctionCall – an MDL function call
 NUMBER – a numeric value
 FullyQualifiedSymbolName
parameter or object

- a reference to an MDL variable,

 FullyQualifiedArgumentName - a reference to the attribute of an
MDL parameter or a variable whose value is defined in the form of a
generic list.
 Vector
- an R-style array in the form c(expr_1,…, expr_N),
whose values can be MDL expressions as described above.
For the syntax of FullyQualifiedSymbolName
Referencing elements from other blocks.
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refer

to

Section

The syntax of FullyQualifiedArgumentName is described in Section
Indexing in MDL vectors.
Operators

As follows from the definition of MDL mathematical expressions, there are
several groups of operators with different priority levels. As usual,
 the conjunction operator && has priority over the disjunction operator
||;
 additive operators +, - have priority over logical operators <, >, <=,
>=, ==, !=;
 multiplicative operators *, /, % have priority over additive operators +,
-;
 power operator ^ has priority over multiplicative operators *, /, %, and
 unary + and - have priority over all the above operators.
IGNORE and ACCEPT instructions

The IGNORE and ACCEPT instructions are defined as follows:
IGNORE = if (orExpression),
where OrExpr is a disjunction of logical expressions logicalExpr || ...
|| logicalExpr.
ACCEPT = if (andExpr),
where andExpr is a conjunction of logical expressions logicalExpr &&
... && logicalExpr.
DROP, ADD and REMOVE inctructions

DROP, ADD and REMOVE are special expressions that define a list of
references to MDL variables or parameters. Syntactically, they are defined as
follows:
symbolListID = symbolList, where SymbolListID is DROP, ADD or
REMOVE and symbolList is a symbol list, i.e., a restricted version of
generic vectors defined in the form list(symbols), where symbols is a
list of fully qualified names that must refer to defined MDL variables or
parameters.

10. Data types
The type system for MDL is still under development. The need for the
following types has been revealed:
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Scalar types

In MDL we distinguish NUMBER, BOOLEAN and STRING values.
Vector types

There are two types of vectors in MDL, uniform vectors and generic vectors or
lists.
A uniform vector can include values of the same type and are defined as
follows: c(expr_1, expr_2,…, expr_n). As there is no type checking in
the current version of MDL, we do not validate the types of expressions in the
uniform vector. Such expressions will be evaluated when the MDL
specification is translated to a target language and executed. Uniform vectors
can be used as part of arithmetic expressions, e.g. a * c(expr_11,
expr_12,…, expr_1n) + b * c(expr_21, expr_22,…, expr_2n).
The evaluation of such expressions depends on the target language.
A generic vectors can consist of expressions of different types and are
defined as follows: list(attributes), where attributes is a list of
named attributes in the form attrName_i = expr_i or unnamed
expressions expr_i. Generic vectors can’t be used in arithmetic expressions.
Enumeration types

There are a number of predefined enumeration types in MDL with the
following format and values:
 Categorical: categorical(attributes), where attributes is a
list of named attributes in the form attrName_i = expr_i or
unnamed expressions expr_i.
 Continuous: continuous
 Covariate: covariate
 Distribution type: Normal, Binomial, Poisson, Student_T,
MVNormal
 Use type: mdv, id, dv, idv, dvid, amt
 Likelihood: LIKELYHOOD
 Target language: NMTRAN_CODE, MLXTRAN_CODE, PML_CODE,
BUGS_CODE, R_CODE, MATLAB_CODE

11. References
By reference we understand a (fully qualified) name of a declared entity
(object, variable, parameter, function or attribute) that can be used in MDL
expressions to refer to a previously defined or imported entity. Every identifier
in MDL is either a reserved word (including values of enumeration types),
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identifier of an entity in its declaration or reference to a previously declared
entity.
Syntactically, there may be no difference between entity declaration and
reference to a declared entity. The following conventions are applied to be
able to validate identifiers of MDL variables and parameters:
Every previously unknown identifier used in the left-hand side of an
assignment statement in blocks:
 Model object:
o INPUT_VARIABLES,
o INDIVIDUAL_VARIABLES,
o GROUP_VARIABLES,
o MIXTURE,
o RANDOM_VARIABLE_DEFINITION,
o MODEL_PREDICTION,
o ODE,
o LIBRARY,
o OBSERVATION,
o SIMULATION,
o ESTIMATION;
 Data object:
o FILE
o RSCRIPT;
 TEL object;
is considered to be a new variable declaration.
Every previously unknown identifier used in the left-hand side of an
assignment statement in blocks: STRUCTURAL, VARIABILITY, matrix,
diag, same, and PRIOR_PARAMETERS of parameter object is considered
to be a new parameter declaration.
All identifiers in right-hand part of an assignment statement, identifiers in lefthand part in other blocks or the previously used identifiers in any blocks are
considered references and must match the name of a previously declared,
predefined or imported entity.

12. Scopes
Objects and blocks do not influence on referential environments within an
MDL file, that is, all variables and parameters defined in an MDL file are
global.
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Referencing elements from other blocks

To emphasize that a variable or a function was defined in another MDL object,
$ can be used: objName$varName, objName$functName. However, the
use of fully qualified names to refer to elements of another block within a file is
optional Indexing in MDL vectors

There are two ways to refer to the elements of generic lists:
 by attribute name
 by position
The syntax of indexing by attribute name is as follows:
varName.attrName_1.attrName_2.….attrName_n,
where varName is the name of the generic list and attrName_i are names
of the attributes (including attributes of the nested lists).
The syntax of indexing by position is as follows:
varName[index_1][index_2]…[index_n],
where varName is the name of the generic list and index_i is a natural
number that indicates the position of the attribute in the list. Note that only
numbers are allowed in square brackets, no variables or expressions can be
used. This is done for the simplicity of processing and to enable the validation
that index is not out of range.
Both indexing methods can be used together in one reference.

Chapter 5:
evolution

Unresolved

issues

and

MDL

1. Type checking
In programming languages, a type system is a collection of rules that assign
a property called a type to the various constructs—such as variables,
expressions or functions—a computer program is composed of. The type
represents an approximated description of the possible values the constructs
can store or compute to.
The main purpose of a type system is to reduce bugs in computer programs
by defining interfaces between different parts of a computer program, and
then checking that the parts have been connected in a consistent way. This
checking can happen statically (at compile time), dynamically (at run time), or
as a combination thereof.
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Static type-checking is the process of verifying the type safety of a program
based on analysis of a program's text (source code). If a program passes a
static type-checker, then the program is guaranteed to satisfy some set of
type-safety properties for all possible inputs. Because static type-checking
operates on a program's text, it allows many bugs to be caught early in the
development cycle.
Since MDL programs are not executed directly but converted to PharmML or
a target language, the dynamic type checking is not possible and we may only
aim at the static type checking. Type checking is not strictly required by the
D3.4 - MCL Specification, but certain validation rules described in the
specification cannot be performed without such system in place.
The challenge for the development of a static type system for MDL lies in the
open gaps in language design and the need to meet expectations of users
used to work with various target environments which in most cases feature
implicit dynamic typing. By implicit typing we mean that type checking is
performed with very few or no type annotations (type declarations of
variables, function arguments, function return values, etc.). All values in MDL
must be implicitly typed as the users are not willing to specify their types
explicitly.
While some basic ideas regarding type checking were developed (see e.g.,
Section Types to see the description of supported primitive types), no typechecking constraints are enforced by the MDL IDE. A type system for MDL is
left for future work.

2. Unit metrics
As MDL operates with values that describe measurements, we often need to
specify metrics in which their quantities are defined. You could have noticed
that the attribute units can be specified in the definition of a variable or a
parameter.
The D3.4 - MCL Specification suggests that “the units value may be used to
convert numerical values...”. This clearly indicates that MDL IDE needs to
support unit arithmetic to be able to perform such conversions. However, no
solution for representing unit metrics was developed. Partially, the low priority
for this aspect of the language design is explained by the absence of unit
metrics in target languages. Therefore, in the current IDE unit metrics are
specified as strings and no validation or interpretation of this attribute values
are supported. The development of the MDL constructs to support unit
arithmetic remains an open issue.
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Part 2: Compiling and executing MDL
Chapter 1: Converter Toolbox overview
In this part, we describe the functionality of the Converter Toolbox that is part
of the MDL IDE. Two converters are currently available: from MDL to NMTRAN and from MDL to PharmML.
There is also an online converter for translating NM-TRAN control files to
MDL. The NM-TRAN to MDL converter is implemented in the awk
programming language. It can be accessed here:
http://nmtran-to-mdl.mango-solutions.com/process.php
The MDL to NM-TRAN and MDL to PharmML converters are implemented in
xTend, a programming language for Java Virtual Machine integrated to xText.
The converters can be separated from Eclipse Platform and run
independently.

Chapter 2: MDL to NM-TRAN
In this chapter, we briefly overview syntax of NM-TRAN, present the
functionality and define the scope of the MDL to NM-TRAN converter. In
Section 1, we focus on the NM-TRAN syntactic constructs to give an idea
about the expressiveness and the size of the NM-TRAN modelling language.
Any in depth discussion of NM-TRAN features is out of the scope of this
document. For any further details on NM-TRAN refer to the NONMEM User
Guide – Part IV, NONMEM User Guide – Part V or other documentation on
NONMEM.

1. Overview of NM-TRAN
NM-TRAN is a program distributed as part of NONMEM (Nonlinear Mixed
Effects Model) toolbox. NM-TRAN stands for “NONMEM Translator” and
represents a control language translator and data pre-processor. NM-TRAN
files are used to generate FORTRAN subroutines and to provided linking
information for creation of a NONMEM executable. NM-TRAN also generates
data and control stream files which are read by the NONMEM executable.
NM-TRAN files consist of a number of instructions starting with the $
character and called records. Each NM-TRAN section can be used with an
abbreviated name, e.g., $EST instead of $ESTIMATION or $SIM instead of
$SIMULATION. NM-TRAN files can be used to define custom subroutines for
model prediction such as PK or ERROR, defined in records $PK and
$ERROR.
In the rest of this section, we overview syntax of NM-TRAN records used for
specifying DDMoRe models.
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The $PROBLEM record

Syntax: $PROBLEM|$PROB text
The text becomes a heading for the NONMEM printout. This record is
required.
The $DATA record

Syntax: $DATA [filename|*] [(format)] [IGNORE=c1] [NULL=c2]
[NOWIDE|WIDE] [CHECKOUT] [RECORDS=n1] [LRECL=n2]
[NOREWIND|REWIND]…
The data in NM-TRAN is defined in the form of records consisting of a fixed
number of data items, where data items are numbers or a null value that can
be represented as a non-numerical value “.” The $DATA record is used to
describe the characteristics of a file containing data.
Multiple options can be specified; among the most commonly used are the
following:
RECORDS=n, RECORDS=label, IR, INDREC, INDIVIDUALRECORD,
NOREWIND/REWIND, LRECL=n, WIDE/NOWIDE, NULL=c, IGNORE=c,
IGNORE=(list), ACCEPT=(list), LAST20=n, TRANSLATE.
The $INPUT record

Syntax: $INPUT|$INPT item1, item2, item3,...
This record is used to describe the data items on each data record. A data
item label (identifier) consists of letters (A_Z), numerals (0-9), and _
character, with the first character being a letter. Certain labels are reserved to
identify items with special meaning in NONMEM.
Reserved words

 NONMEM data item labels: ID, L2, DV, MDV, MRG_, RAW_, and
RPT_;
 PREDPP data item labels: TIME, EVID, AMT, RATE, SS, II,
ADDL, CMT, PCMT, CALL, CONT, EVID, XVID1, XVID2,
XVID3, XVID4, and XVID5;
 NM-TRAN data item labels: DATE, DAT1, DAT2, DAT3, L1,
DATE, DAT1, DAT2, and DAT3;
 If $PK and $ERROR sections are defined, many other labels cannot be
used as data item labels, e.g., for the ADVAN1 and TRANS2
subroutines: CL, V, S1, S2, F1, F0, IDEF, IREV, N, GG,
IRGG, HH, and G.
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Synonyms can be assigned to reserved labels, e.g., $INPUT DOSE=AMT
and used in the rest of the file.
When DROP is used as synonym, this is a sign to eliminate a certain item from
the NM-TRAN data set. DROP can be used as synonym to multiple items.
The $INDEX record

Syntax: $INDEX|$INDXS [label1|value1] [label2|value2]
[label3|value3]...
The labels in this record refer to data items established by the $INPUT record,
and the values are integers no larger than the number of (non-DROP) items in
the $INPUT record. This record is optional, and is not of interest to users of
NM-TRAN who only use abbreviated code.
The $CONTR Record

Syntax: $CONTR DATA = ([label1|0] [label2|0] [label3|0])
This record is optional and needs only to appear if the CONTR, CCONTR, or
MIX subroutine is user-supplied and uses data items stored in the DATA array.
Labels are the labels or synonyms given in the $INPUT record. Commas
between labels and 0’s are optional.
The $SUBROUTINE record

The NONMEM User Guide Part IV describes the syntax of $SUBROUTINES
record as follows:
Syntax: $SUBROUTINES[subname1=name1][subname2=name2]...
[SUBROUTINES=kind]
A sub-name stand for NONMEM subroutine may be chosen from the list:
PRED, CRIT, CONTR, CCONTR, MIX, CONPAR.
The name describes which subroutine is to be used, e.g., ADVAN1, ADVAN2,
ADVAN3, ADVAN4, ADVAN10, ADVAN11, ADVAN12, TRANS1, TRANS2
etc.
The $PK record

Syntax: $PK abbreviated code
The abbreviated code in NM-TRAN contains a subset of FORTRAN
statements, in particular:
 Simple assignment statements;
 Certain types of conditional (IF-THEN-ELSE) statements;
 CALL, WRITE, PRINT, RETURN, OPEN, CLOSE, REWIND
statements;
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Code after “;” is ignored and is used for comments.
The $PK record statements are built from the following:
 Elements of THETA array, e.g., THETA(1);
 Names of input data items from $INPUT section;
 Names of previously assigned variables (1-6 letters and digits, starting
from a letter);
 FORTRAN library functions: SQRT, LOG, LOG10, EXP, SIN,
COS, ABS, TAN, ASIN, ACOS, ATAN, and INT;
 Arithmetic operators +, -, *, /, **;
 Random variable representations, e.g., ETA(1) and EPS(3);
 Arithmetical and logical expressions using all the above;
Nested parentheses and conditional statements are allowed. All subscripts
must be constants, e.g., THETA(1).
The $ERROR record

Syntax: $ERROR abbreviated code
The $ERROR abbreviated code consists of a block of $ERROR statements,
one per line, which describe the error model for PREDPP module.
The syntax of the $ERROR statements is similar to the syntax of statements
in the $PK record. Additionally, a random variable Y must be defined with an
expression that involves a reserved variable F, and special random variables
ERR(i) may be defined.
The $PRED Record

Syntax: $PRED abbreviated code
This record is optional and is used to provide an abbreviated code for the
PRED routine.
The $ABBREVIATED Record

Syntax:
$ABBREVIATED [COMRES=n1] [COMSAV=n2] [DERIV2=NO]
[DERIV2=NOCOMMON]
This record gives attributes which apply to all abbreviated codes. This record
is optional and may only appear if abbreviated codes appear.
The $THETA record

Syntax: $THETA value1 [value2] [value3]...
[NUMBERPOINTS=n] [ABORT|NOABORT]
Example: $THETA (.1,3.,5.) (.008,.08,.5)(.004,.04,.9)
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This record gives initial estimates for θ’s, as well as bounds on the final
estimates. This record is required only if the statistical model contains θ
parameters (most models do). When a $MSFI record appears in the problem
specification, the $THETA record should not appear. A value can take one of
the following three forms:
 init [FIXED]
 (low, init, [up] [FIXED])
 (low,, up)
Words INFINITY or INF and –INFINITY or -INF can be used for explicit
representation of upper and lower bounds.
Aliases for NUMBERPOINTS are: NUM, NUMPTS, and NUMBERPTS. THAT is
an alias for THETA.
The $OMEGA and $SIGMA records

Syntax:
$OMEGA[DIAGONAL(n)|BLOCK(n)|BLOCK(n)SAME|BLOCK
SAME][[value1][value2][value3]... [FIXED]]
$SIGMA[DIAGONAL(n)|BLOCK(n)|BLOCK(n)SAME|BLOCK
SAME][[value1][value2][value3]... [FIXED]]
Example: $OMEGA BLOCK(3) 6. .005 .3 .0002 .006 .4

The $SIGMA record gives initial estimates for elements of the Ω matrix, i.e.
the variances and covariances of the η variables in the statistical model.
Constraints on Ω are also indicated. This record should appear only if the
statistical model contains η variables.
The $OMEGA record gives initial estimates for elements of the Σ matrix, i.e.
the variances and covariances of the ε variables in the statistical model.
Constraints on Σ are also indicated. This record should appear only if the
statistical model contains ε variables.
Both records contain lists of values separated by spaces or commas. The
value giving the initial estimate should be coded with any one of the forms:
 init FIXED
 (init FIXED)
 (FIXED init)
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The $MSFI record

Syntax: $MSFI filename [NORESCALE|RESCALE] [NPOPETAS=n]
This record is used to define the name of an input model specification file,
which is an output file from a previous NONMEM run. When the $MSFI record
is used in a problem specification, $THETA, $OMEGA, and $SIGMA records
should not appear in that specification. If a $ERROR record is used, the
$MSFI record must precede the $ERROR record.
POPETAS or any of its abbreviations are aliases for NPOPETAS.
The $SIMULATION Record

Syntax: $SIMULATION (seed1 [seed2] [NORMAL|UNIFORM][NEW])
...
[SUBPROBLEMS=n] [ONLYSIMULATION][OMITTED]
Example: $SIMULATION (889215690)(2239177789 UNIFORM)
This is an optional record that requests the model simulation step to be
performed. SIML is an alias for SIMULATION.
The $ESTIMATION record

Syntax: $ESTIMATION [METHOD=kind] [NOINTERACTION|INTERACTION]
[NOLAPLACIAN|LAPLACIAN][NOPOSTHOC|POSTHOC][SIGDIGITS=n1][MAXEV
ALS=n2][PRINT=n3][ABORT|NOABORT][MSFO=filename]
[NOREPEAT|REPEAT][OMITTED]
Example: $ESTIMATION MAXEVAL=450 PRINT=5
This is an optional record that requests the estimation step to be performed.
This record can include a number of options, the most popular are the
following:
METHOD=0,
METHOD=1,
SIGDIGITS=n,
MAXEVAL=n,
PRINT=n. As usual in NM-TRAN, short versions of option names (e.g., SIG,
MAX, and PRI) can be used. ESTM is an alias for ESTIMATION. LAPLACEAN
(and hence its abbreviation LAPLACE) is an alias for LAPLACIAN.
The $COVARIANCE record

Syntax: $COVARIANCE [SPECIAL] [MATRIX=c] [PRINT = [E] [R] [S]
[CONDITIONAL|UNCONDITIONAL] [OMITTED]
Example: $COVARIANCE
This is an optional record that requests the covariance step to be
implemented.
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The $TABLE record

$TABLE [list1] [BY list2] [PRINT|NOPRINT] [FILE=filename]
[NOHEADER|ONEHEADER][UNCONDITIONAL|CONDITIONAL][OMITTED]
Example: $TABLE ID DOSE WT TIME
The $TABLE record contains a list of data item labels (names/identifiers of
variables) separated by spaces. A number of options can be used to
customize the printed tables.
The $SCATTERPLOT record

Syntax:
$SCATTERPLOT
[UNIT][ORD0][FROMn1][TOn2]

list1

VS

list2

[BY

list3]

[UNCONDITIONAL|CONDITIONAL][OMITTED]
Example: $SCATTERPLOT (RES WRES) VS TIME BY ID
This record requests that the Scatterplot Step be implemented. Each such
record defines families of scatterplots. At most 20 families can be defined by
all $SCATTERPLOT records in a single problem specification.
The order of control records

While the NM-TRAN specification contains multiple rules on the order and
combinations of records that may appear in a valid NM-TRAN model, we only
mention a couple of basic rules that are important for the MDL to NM-TRAN
converter developement:
 The $INPUT record should be placed before any records containing
data item names, that is $PK, $ERROR, $TABLE, and
$SCATTERPLOT.
 The $SUBROUTINE, $PK, and $ERROR records should appear in the
indicated order, but do not need to be consecutive.
 The records $DATA, $THETA, $OMEGA, $SIGMA, $ESTIMATION,
$COVARIANCE, $TABLE and $SCATTERPLOT can be placed
anywhere in any order.
The $BIND Record

Syntax: $BIND value1 value2 ... valuen
Example:
$INPUT

ID

DOSE=AMT

TIME CP=DV

$BIND

-

-

-
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-

WT
NEXT DO

PREP

This record is used in conjunction with the $INPUT record to define the
meaning of certain data items occurring as right-hand quantities in an
abbreviated code for PK.
The $MODEL Record
$MODEL [NCOMPARTMENTS=n1] [NEQUILIBRIUM=n2] [NPARAMETERS=n3]

[COMPARTMENT =([name] [attribute1][attribute2]...)] ...
[LINK compnamea[TO|AND]compnameb BY k [l]] ...
Example:
$MODEL NPARAMETERS=3
COMP=(DEPOT
NOOFF)

DEFDOSE

INITIALOFF)

COMP=(CENTRAL

DEFOBS

LINK DEPOT CENTRAL BY 3
LINK CENTRAL OUTPUT BY 1
This record gives information from which NM-TRAN can generate either a
complete FORTRAN coded MODEL routine or instructions to the MODEL
routine in the NM-TRAN Library.
The $DES Record

Syntax: $DES abbreviated code
The mandatory left-hand quantities in the abbreviated code statements are
the first-order derivatives of the differential equations, symbolized by
DADT(n). At least one such array element must be defined in the $DES
section.
The optional right-hand quantities are formed similarly to the right-hand parts
in the $PK records. The allowable right-hand quantities include:
 current compartment amounts, symbolized by A(n),
 PK parameters symbolized by P(m),
 time, symbolized by T.
The $AESINITIAL and $AES records

Syntax: $AESINITIAL abbreviated code
Syntax: $AES abbreviated code
An abbreviated code for AES is divided into two abbreviated codes which
correspond to the two parts of the complete AES routine. The $AESINITIAL
record gives an abbreviated code for the first part of the AES routine. The
$AES record gives an abbreviated code for the second part.
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The $TOL Record

Syntax: $TOL abbreviated code
This record can be used to specify tolerances (i.e. accuracies) to which
compartment amounts are computed by NONMEM routines. The abbreviated
code is very limited and brief; it is not like any other. The only statements that
are permitted have one of the two forms:
 NRD = m,
 NRD(i)= m,
where i is a compartment number, and m is the number of accurate digits
required in the computation of the drug amounts in compartment i. Form 1 is
a shorter way of writing form 2 with i = 1.
The $INFN record

Syntax: $INFN abbreviated code
Example: $INFN IF (ICALL.EQ.1) CALL SUPP (1,1)
The $INFN record is used to describe initialization processing for a NONMEM
run, or NONMEM problem, or finalization processing for a NONMEM problem.
The $MIX record

Syntax: $MIX abbreviated code
Example: $MIX NSPOP=2 P(1)=THETA(5) P(2)=1-THETA(5)
The $MIX record is used to describe the mixture probabilities of a mixture
model.
The $PRIOR record

Syntax:
$PRIOR subroutine [(cond_clause1), (cond_clause2) ...]
[DISPLAY[=ALL|CNT]] [ICMAX=n]
[argument1, argument2...]
Example: $PRIOR TNPRI (PROBLEM 2) PLEV=.9999 ISS=0 IVAR=1
This an optional record that specifies the use of the PRIOR feature of NONMEM.
$PRIOR is a control record, not a block of abbreviated code. Thus, only options listed above
may be used and verbatim code is not allowed. Options and arguments may be in any order,
and may be on more than one line.
The $SUPER record

Syntax: $SUPER [SCOPE=n1] [ITERATIONS=n2][NOPRINT|PRINT]
Example: $SUPER SCOPE=2 ITERATIONS=10
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This is an optional record that identifies the start of a NONMEM superproblem.
The $OMIT record

Syntax: $OMIT item1 item2 item3
Example: $OMIT TIME
This is an optional record that defines data item types to be excluded from template matching
when raw data averages are computed. If a label of a data item type listed in the $INPUT
record, or a synonym for such a data item type, appears in the $OMIT record, then data items
of this type are excluded from template matching.
The $WARNINGS record

Syntax:
$WARNINGS
[NONE]
[RESET|NORESET][WARNINGMAXIMUM=[NONE|n]]

[n]

[DATAMAXIMUM=[NONE|n]][WARNINGMAXIMUM=[NONE|n |(list)]]
[DATAMAXIMUM=[NONE|n|(list)]][ERRORMAXIMUM=n]
Example: $WARNING WMAX=1, EMAX=9999
This is an optional record that controls the display of NM-TRAN warning and
data error messages in the current and all subsequent problems until another
$WARNING record appears.
The $SIZES record

Syntax: $SIZES var1=value1 var2=value2 ... varn=valuen
Example: $SIZES MAXIDS=230 NO=300 LTH=50 LVR=30
In NONMEM, memory is automatically sized according to the number of
parameters and number of subjects. The $SIZES records allow users to
override computer generated values.
The $CHAIN Record

Example: $CHAIN FILE=example1 _previous.txt NSAMPLE=0
ISAMPLE=-1000000000
$CHAIN is a control stream record that allows incorporation of initial
parameters from raw output files or randomization to serves as parameters for
simulations. The following options are available for $CHAIN:
METHOD=CHAIN: FILE, NSAMPLE, ISAMPLE, SEED, RANMETHOD,
FORMAT, ORDER, CTYPE, DF, IACCEPT, NOLABEL, NOTITLE.
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The $NONPARAMETRIC record

Syntax: $NONPARAMETRIC
[MARGINALS|ETAS][MSFO=filename][RECOMPUTE][UNCONDITIONAL|
CONDITIONAL][OMITTED]
Example: $NONPARAMETRIC ETAS
This record provides instructions for the NONMEM nonparametric step.
The $IGNORE record

Syntax: $IGNORE substrings
Example:
$IGNORE
nonmem(version)

monitor

termination_status

The $IGNORE record will ignore all elements with the substrings that are
listed, or just a specific attribute of an element, such as nonmem(version).
INCLUDE records

Syntax: INCLUDE filename n
One or more records in this form may appear among the NM-TRAN control
records.

2. Supported records
The following table compares NM-TRAN records with MDL blocks and
indicates where the data for the NM-TRAN record comes from.
NM-TRAN record

Support in MDL

$PROBLEM

The record content is formed from MDL file name if there
is no TARGET_CODE block with location $PROBLEM
or $PROB.

$DATA

The content of $DATA record is generated from the
attributes of the variable “data” defined in data object
FILE block or TARGET_CODE block with location
$DATA.
The converter does not generate NM-TRAN options of
this record apart from the IGNORE option that gets its
value from the source attribute of a variable called data
from the FILE block.
Alias $INFILE synonym is not recognized.

$INPUT

The labels in $INPUT record come from the variables
declared in the data object HEADER block or
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TARGET_CODE blocks with location $INPUT.
$INDEX

Not supported

$CONTR

Not supported

$SUBROUTINE

The content of this record comes from the LIBRARY subblocks of MODEL_PREDICTION blocks. The name of
the variable is used to locate the library declaration in
IMPORT blocks. The name of the library defines the
NONMEM PREDPP subroutine to be called. The
LIBRARY sub-block statement attributes “name” and
“trans” are used in translation.
The option TOL in $SUBROUTINE record comes from
attribute “tolrel” in the MODEL block of the task
properties object.
The converter copies code from the TARGET_CODE
blocks with location $SUBROUTINE or $SUB to the
$SUBROUTINE record.
The record names in plural form, i.e., $SUBROUTINES
or $SUBS, are not supported.

$PRED

This record is used when the NONMEM PREDPP library
is not used. It combines the MDL statements that are
generated for the $PK and $ERROR records.
If a $PRED record is used then the SIMULATION and
ESTIMATION block statements in the model object are
copied to the end of the $PRED record.

$PK

This record is only used when the NONMEM PREDPP
library is used. The content of the NM_TRAN $PK record
is formed by printing MDL statements other than
assignment statements with generic lists on the righthand
side
from
GROUP_VARIABLES
and
INDIVIDUAL_VARIABLES blocks in the model object.
NM-TRAN code from the MDL TARGET_CODE blocks
with location= “$PK” is added to the record.
The model object SIMULATION block MDL statements
are copied to the $PK (or $PRED) records.

$ERROR

This record is only used when the NONMEM PREDPP
library is used. The translation is performed by the
syntactical substitute of MDL statements other than
assignment statements with generic lists on the right-
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hand side from the model object MODEL_PREDICTION
and OBSERVATION or ESTIMATION blocks with NMTRAN statements.
The ESTIMATION block is used to specify advanced
modelling features that cannot be described using the
OBSERVATION block. NM-TRAN code from the MDL
TARGET_CODE blocks with location= “$ERROR” is
added to the record.
$ABBREVIATED

The converter copies code from the TARGET_CODE
blocks with location $ABBREVIATED or $ABB to the
$ABBREVIATED record.

$THETA

The content of statements in $THETA includes names
and list attributes of parameters declared in
STRUCTURAL_PARAMETERS block of the parameter
object.
In MDL there is no a special symbol for infinity. If a lo or
hi attribute is not specified in the MDL the NM-TRAN
record uses –INF or INF.

$SIGMA

The content of statements in $SIGMA includes names
and list attributes of parameters declared in the
VARIABILITY_PARAMETERS block of the parameter
object. The $SIGMA BLOCK structure is derived from
the matrix and diag sub-block structures.

$OMEGA

The content of statements in $OMEGA includes names
and list attributes of parameters declared in MDL
VARIABILITY_PARAMETERS block. The $OMEGA
BLOCK structure is derived from the matrix and diag
sub-block structures.

$MDFI

Not supported

$ESTIMATION

The content of this record is formed from the attributes of
MDL task properties object ESTIMATE blocks such as
“algo”, “max”, and “sig” if there is no TARGET_CODE
block with location $ESTIMATION.
Not all options can be generated, but the inline
TARGET_CODE block with location $ESTIMATION is
supported and will be used to replace default attributebased code for $ESTIMATION record.

$SIMULATION

It is expected that the content of this record will be
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formed from attributes of MDL SIMULATE blocks in the
task properties object, similarly to the $ESTIMATION
records. However, no default code is printed at the
moment.
The inline TARGET_CODE block with location
$SIMULATION is supported and can be used to replace
default attribute-based code for the $SIMULATION
record.
$COVARIANCE

The content of this record comes from the attribute “cov”
in the ESTIMATION block of the task properties object.
NM-TRAN code from the MDL TARGET_CODE blocks
with location= “$COV” and location= “$COVARIANCE”
are added to the record.

$TABLE

The content of this record comes from the MDL
$OUTPUT block.
A
statement
ONEHEADER
NOPRINT
FILE=filename.fit where filename is the name of
the task object is added. Other options are never
generated.
NM-TRAN code from the MDL TARGET_CODE blocks
with location= “$TABLE” is added to the record.
The $TABLE record is currently a place-holder for NMTRAN code generation. When the common output format
required for interchange of output from different targets is
defined then the $TABLE record will be created to match
this format.

$SCATTERPLOT

Not supported

$MODEL

The content of this record comes from ODE sub-block of
MODEL_PREDICTION block in the model object.
Variables defined as ode lists in this block are converted
to COMP(label) expressions.

$AESINITIAL

This record will typically
TARGET_CODE block.

$AES

NM-TRAN code from the MDL TARGET_CODE blocks
with location= “$AES” is copied to the $AES record.

$DES

The content of this record comes from ODE sub-block of
MODEL_PREDICTION block.
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be

part

of

a

$AES

All variable declarations with assigned mathematical
expressions are copied to $DES.
Variables defined as ode lists with attribute “deriv” are
converted to DADT(label)=deriv expressions where
label is an integer index matching the sequence of
COMP statements in the $MODEL record
NM-TRAN code from the MDL TARGET_CODE blocks
with location= “$DES” are added to the $DES record.
$TOL

Not supported

$BIND

Not supported

$SUPER

Not supported

$OMIT

Not supported

$PRIOR

The content of the NM_TRAN $PRIOR record is formed
by printing MDL statements other than assignment
statements with generic lists on the right-hand side from
MDL PRIOR blocks.
NM-TRAN code from the MDL TARGET_CODE blocks
with location= “$PRIOR” are added to the $PRIOR
record.

$MIX

The content of the NM_TRAN $MIX record is formed by
printing MDL statements other than assignment
statements with generic lists on the right-hand side from
MDL MIXTURE blocks in the model object.
NM-TRAN code from the MDL TARGET_CODE blocks
with location = “$MIXTURE” and location = “$MIX” are
added to the $MIX record.

$INFN

Not supported

$NONPARAMET
RIC

Not supported

$CHAIN

Not supported

$THETAI
$THETAR
INCLUDE

and Code from the TARGET_CODE blocks with locations
THETAI and THETAR is copied to the NM-TRAN records
with the same names, respectively.
Not supported
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3. Conversion rules
Pre-processing

As MDL specification allows you to specify several objects in one file and
spread definitions among multiple blocks, to convert an MDL file into
NMTRAN, we first create maps of variables that need to be ordered in
NMTRAN
Collect initial conditions from all MDL ODE blocks to define NMTRAN initial
conditions. Initial conditions are specified in attribute init of ODE lists.
Collect variables from specified blocks and assign indices to them according
to the order they occur in. These indices are used to point to values in
corresponding NMTRAN arrays such as DADT, A, THETA, EPS and ETA.
More specifically, the following groups of variables are mapped to NM-TRAN
arrays:
 Variable names defined in model object MODEL_PREDICTION ODE
sub-blocks are translated to DADT(i).
 Variable names defined in model object
STRUCTURAL_PARAMETERS blocks are translated to THETA(i).
 Variable names with level = ID defined in model object
RANDOM_VARIABLES_DEFINITION blocks are translated to ETA(i).
 Variable names with level = DV defined in model object
RANDOM_VARIABLES_DEFINITION blocks are translated to EPS(i).
General notes

The converter is not aware about NM-TRAN modeling convensions and
record order side effects. The sections are generated in the predefined order
and it is up to the user to make sure the generated NM-TRAN code does not
contain errors due to the order in which NM-TRAN records and variables are
defined.
The order of the sections is as follows (although some sections can never
occur together):
$SIZES,
$PROBLEM
/
$PROB,
$INPUT,
$DATA,
IGNORE,
$ABBREVIATED / $ABB, $SUBR, $MODEL, $PK, $MIX, $ERROR,
$PRED, $AES, $DES, $TABLE, $PRIOR, $THETA, $THETAI,
$THETAR, $OMEGA, $SIGMA, $ESTIMATION / $EST, $SIMULATION
/ $SIM, $COV / $COVARIANCE.
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Note that not all sections will nevessarily be in the generated file – if MDL
block does not contain definitions for generating some blocks, they will be
ommited.
MDL has its own set of reserved words, NONMEM and NM-TRAN reserved
words have no special meaning; they are treated as user-defined variables.
Synonyms in MDL are not supported, but one can use a simple assignment
statement to assign the value of one variable to another.
Processing of TARGET_CODE blocks

The target blocks which are direct children of MDL objects and have
NMTRAN as their target, i.e., blocks in the form
TARGET_CODE(target=NMTRAN_CODE,
location="$<sectName>"){*** <external_code> ***},
TARGET_CODE(target=NMTRAN_CODE,
location="$<sectName>"){*** <external_code> ***},
where first is an optional parameter used to indicate that the block's code
should be published at the beginning of the NMTRAN section $<sectName>
are processed as follows:
 Before generating an NMTRAN document, two maps of external code
snippets are created. The keys of these maps are NMTRAN section
names defined in the attribute location=$<sectName>, and the
values are lists of the target code snippets, i.e., <external_code>.
 For the first map, we collect <external_code> from all target blocks
with attribute first equal TRUE . These code snippets will be
published at the beginning of each section, before statements formed
from MDL statements other than target blocks:
$<sectName>
<external_code>
expr1 ... expr_n
 For the second map, all other target code blocks are processed. These
code snippets will be published at the end of each section, after all
statements formed from MDL statements other than target blocks:
$<sectName>
expr1 ... expr_n
<external_code>
The NMTRAN section name $<sectName> is printed if either MDL blocks
contain information to be printed in this section or a target block
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TARGET_CODE(...,location="$<sectName>",...)
with the location referring to this section is defined somewhere in the MDL
specification.
Example: for the following extract from an MDL file
TARGET_CODE(target=NMTRAN_CODE,location="$ABB")
{*** $ABB COMRES=4 ***},
the NMTRAN code generator will produce $ABB COMPRES=4.
The aforementioned convention is not applied to the inline target blocks in
SIMULATE, ESTIMATE, and EXECUTE subblocks of a task function that
override the NMTRAN code composed of attributes "algo", "max", "sig"
and "cov". Since these inline target blocks are not added to an existing
section, but rewrite it, a user should place the name of the NMTRAN section
to the NMTRAN code in <external_code>. Since we do not process
external code, this aspect is not validated.
If you want to insert a piece of external code before some section, e.g., $PK,
simply write
TARGET_CODE(target=NMTRAN_CODE,
location="$<preSectName>"),
where $<preSectName> is the section that precedes $PK, e.g., $MODEL.
Note that if some location is defined in MDL but not envisioned by the MDL to
NMTRAN conversion rules, it won't be printed. In the current version of the
converter toolbox, the following section names are recognized:
$SIZES,
$PROB/$PROBLEM,
$PRED,
$PK,
$ERROR,
$EST/$ESTIMATION,
$SIM/$SIMULATION,
$ABB/$ABBREVIATED,
$DATA, $INPUT, $TABLE, $AES, $DES, $SUBR/$SUBROUTINE,
$THETA,
$THETAI,
$THETAR,
$OMEGA,
$SIGMA,
$PRIOR,
$COV/$COVARIANCE, $MIX/$MIXTURE, $MODEL.

4. Worked examples
This section contains a sample model: an original NM-TRAN control file, the
generated MDL file, and finally the reconstructed by the converter NM-TRAN
control file.
Original NM-TRAN model

$PROB WARFARIN PK
;O'Reilly RA,
anticoagulant

Aggeler

PM,

Leong
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LS.

Studies

of

the

coumarin

;drugs: The pharmacodynamics of warfarin in man.
;Journal of Clinical Investigation 1963;42(10):1542-1551
;O'Reilly RA, Aggeler PM. Studies on coumarin anticoagulant drugs
;Initiation of warfarin therapy without a loading dose.
;Circulation 1968;38:169-177

$INPUT ID TIME WT AGE SEX AMT DVID DV MDV
$DATA warfarin_conc_pca.csv IGNORE=#
IGNORE (DVID.EQ.2) ; ignore PCA observations

$EST METHOD=COND INTER
MAX=9990 SIG=3 NOABORT ;PRINT=1
$COV

$THETA
(0.001,0.1) ; POP_CL L/h/70kg
(0.001,8)

; POP_V

L/70kg

(0.001,2) ; POP_KA h-1
(0.001,1) ; POP_TLAG h

$OMEGA BLOCK(2)
0.1 ; PPV_CL
0.01 0.1 ; PPV_V
$OMEGA
0.1 ; PPV_KA
0.1 ; PPV_TLAG

$SIGMA
0.01 ; RUV_PROP
0.05 ; RUV_ADD mg/L

$SUBR ADVAN2 TRANS2

$PK
; Covariate model
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GRPCL=THETA(1)*(WT/70)**0.75
GRPV=THETA(2)*WT/70
GRPKA=THETA(3)
GRPLG=THETA(4)

; Individual parameters
CL=GRPCL*EXP(ETA(1))
V=GRPV*EXP(ETA(2))
KA=GRPKA*EXP(ETA(3))
ALAG1=GRPLG*EXP(ETA(4))
; NM-TRAN scale for central compartment
S2=V

$ERROR
CONC=A(2)/V
Y=CONC*(1+ERR(1))+ERR(2)

$TABLE ID TIME WT SEX AGE ; covariates
CL V KA ALAG1 ; EBE estimates
DVID Y ; predictions
ONEHEADER NOPRINT FILE=warf.fit

Generated MDL model
# nt2mdl 1.028 beta Nick Holford n.holford@auckland.ac.nz
warfarin_PK_CONC_dat = dataobj{
### Data object
# The data object specifies a table of columns of data variables and
the variable names which will be also used by the model object
HEADER{
ID=list(type=categorical)
TIME=list(type=continuous)
WT=list(type=continuous, units="kg")
AGE=list(type=continuous, units="")
SEX=list(type=categorical(female=0,male=1,MISSING),recode=list("F","M
","UNK"))
AMT=list(type=continuous)
DVID=list(type=categorical)
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DV=list(type=continuous)
MDV=list(type=categorical)
}# end HEADER
FILE{
data=list(
source="warfarin_conc_pca.csv",
ignore="#",
inputformat="NONMEM")
}# end FILE
} # end data object
warfarin_PK_CONC_par = parobj{
### Parameter object
# The parameter object defines the numerical values of the parameters
with optional constraints (lo and high values) and units.
STRUCTURAL{
# The STRUCTURAL block define the structural model parameters.
#THETA
POP_CL=list(value=0.1,lo=0.001) # L/h/70kg
POP_V=list(value=8,lo=0.001) # L/70kg
POP_KA=list(value=2,lo=0.001) # h-1
POP_TLAG=list(value=1,lo=0.001) # h
}# end STRUCTURAL
VARIABILITY{
# The VARIABILITY block has a more complex structure because it needs
to express a lower triangular matrix of parameters and how they are
related to each other.
# VARIABILITY parameters may be expressed with a type of "SD" which
implies standard deviations on the diagonal and correlations
# on the lower off diagonal elements or "VAR" which implies variances
and covariances.
#OMEGA
matrix(name="struc1",type="VAR") {
PPV_CL=0.1,
0.01, PPV_V=0.1
} # end matrix struc1
PPV_KA=list(value=0.1 ,type="VAR")
PPV_TLAG=list(value=0.1 ,type="VAR")
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#SIGMA
RUV_PROP=list(value=0.01 ,type="VAR")
RUV_ADD=list(value=0.05 ,type="VAR") # mg/L
}# end VARIABILITY
} # end of parameter object
### Model object
# The model object receives a list of input data variables from the
data object and parameters (constants)from the parameter object.
# The parameter and variable names in the model object must be
matched by a similar name in the parameter and data objects.
# Note that variables in the data object and parameters may be
defined in the parameter object that are not referenced in the model
object.
# Model variables are derived from the input data variables and
parameters using algebraic expressions.
warfarin_PK_CONC_mdl = mdlobj{
INPUT_VARIABLES{
# A name for each input data variable is required. Special uses of
input data variables are indicated by the use attribute if the data
variable name is not a standard name. Standard names may include ID,
IDV, AMT, DV, MDV, etc. similar to standard data items recognized by
NM-TRAN or Monolix. The type option is not required but may be useful
as metadata. This kind of metadata (with an option to recode) could
alternatively be specified in the data object.
ID=list(use=id, level=2)
TIME=list(use=idv, units="h")
WT=list(type=continuous, units="kg", use=covariate)
AGE=list(type=continuous, units="", use=covariate)
SEX=list(type=categorical(female,male), use=covariate)
AMT=list(use=amt)
DVID=list(type=categorical, use=dvid)
DV=list(type=continuous, use=dv, level=1)
MDV=list(use=mdv)
}# end INPUT_VARIABLES
# The STRUCTURAL_PARAMETERS Block defines the structural model
parameters.
STRUCTURAL_PARAMETERS{
# A name for each parameter is required. Other attributes such as
units are optional.
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# Units may be used to achieve consistency between the parameter,
data and model object values.
# This could be implemented during the WP2 translation process.
#THETA
POP_CL
POP_V
POP_KA
POP_TLAG
}# end STRUCTURAL_PARAMETERS
VARIABILITY_PARAMETERS{
# The VARIABILITY_PARAMETERS Block defines the variability
parameters.
#OMEGA
PPV_CL
PPV_V
PPV_KA
PPV_TLAG
#SIGMA
RUV_PROP
RUV_ADD
}# end VARIABILITY_PARAMETERS
GROUP_VARIABLES{
# The GROUP_VARIABLES block is used to express covariate models i.e.
the fixed effect differences in parameters predictable from data
variables.
# If there are no covariate effects to model then this block is not
required.
# NONMEM may be able to take advantage of knowing that variables
defined in this block represent the central tendency
# of the distribution of random effects defined in the
INDIVIDUAL_VARIABLES block (known as MU referencing).
# In this example the prefix "grp_" for a variable name could be a
hint that this is a MU variable for NM-TRAN.
# Other model variables may be defined in this block according to
user preference.
# Covariate model
GRPCL=POP_CL*(WT/70)^ 0.75
GRPV=POP_V*WT/70
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GRPKA=POP_KA
GRPLG=POP_TLAG
# Individual parameters
}# end GROUP_VARIABLES
RANDOM_VARIABLE_DEFINITION{
# The RANDOM_VARIABLE_DEFINITION block is used to define the
distribution of random variables.
eta_PPV_CL ~ (type=Normal, mean=0, variance=PPV_CL,level=ID)
eta_PPV_V ~ (type=Normal, mean=0, variance=PPV_V,level=ID)
eta_PPV_KA ~ (type=Normal, mean=0, variance=PPV_KA,level=ID)
eta_PPV_TLAG ~ (type=Normal, mean=0,
variance=PPV_TLAG,level=ID)
eps_RUV_PROP ~ (type=Normal, mean=0,
variance=RUV_PROP,level=DV)
eps_RUV_ADD ~ (type=Normal, mean=0, variance=RUV_ADD,level=DV)
}# end RANDOM_VARIABLE_DEFINITION
INDIVIDUAL_VARIABLES{
# The INDIVIDUAL_VARIABLES block is used to express the individual
variables and their distribution.
# If this is not a population model then this block is not required.
CL=GRPCL*exp(eta_PPV_CL)
V=GRPV*exp(eta_PPV_V)
KA=GRPKA*exp(eta_PPV_KA)
ALAG1=GRPLG*exp(eta_PPV_TLAG)
# NM-TRAN scale for central compartment
S2=V
}# end INDIVIDUAL_VARIABLES
MODEL_PREDICTION{
# The MODEL_PREDICTION block calculates model predictions based on
model variables defined in the previous model object blocks.
# Code in this block expresses the structural model after group and
individual parameter differences have been included.
# It can be considered as an expression of a deterministic
prediction. It is the essential component of a shared sub-model.
# This block should not contain any covariate computations expressing
predictable or unpredictable (random) between subject differences.
# List of variables used for prediction that will be used as
parameters if this model is called from a model library.
param=list(GRPCL,GRPV,GRPKA,GRPLG,CL,V,KA,ALAG1,S2,CONC)
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LIBRARY{
##

ADVAN2 TRANS2

amount=nmadvan(model=2,trans=2,ncmt=2,param=list(V,CL,KA,S2,ALAG1,F,A
))
}# end LIBRARY
CONC=amount.A[2]/V
#

Y=CONC*(1+ERR(1))+ERR(2)

}# end MODEL_PREDICTION
OBSERVATION{
Y = CONC*(1+eps_RUV_PROP)+eps_RUV_ADD
}# end OBSERVATION
OUTPUT_VARIABLES{
# The OUTPUT block specifies the model variables that may be exported
from the model object.
ID
TIME
WT
SEX
AGE
CL
V
KA
ALAG1
DVID
Y
}# end OUTPUT_VARIABLES
} # end of model object
warfarin_PK_CONC_task = taskobj{
### Task Properties object
# Modelling tasks often have many options which the user may specify.
# The task properties object provides a way to collect together
options for commonly performed tasks.
# The task properties object may define functions which behave like a
function in R. It is called with a set of arguments and returns a
result object.
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# Following the R language convention the last evaluated statement in
a function is used as the default result object returned by the
function.
# A task function is defined with the Model Coding Language
# TARGET specific code
IMPORT{nmadvan = list(target = NMTRAN_CODE, name="ADVAN",
param=list(model=2, trans=2, ncmt=2))}
TARGET_CODE(target=NMTRAN_CODE,location="$PROBLEM",first=true){***
;O'Reilly RA, Aggeler PM, Leong LS. Studies of the coumarin
anticoagulant
;drugs: The pharmacodynamics of warfarin in man.
;Journal of Clinical Investigation 1963;42(10):1542-1551
;O'Reilly RA, Aggeler PM. Studies on coumarin anticoagulant drugs
;Initiation of warfarin therapy without a loading dose.
;Circulation 1968;38:169-177
***} # end TARGET_CODE
# End TARGET specific code
DATA{
IGNORE=if(DVID==2)
}# end DATA
## TABLE
#NOPRINT ONEHEADER FILE=warf.fit
myEST=function(t,m,p,d) {
# EXECUTE not yet implemented in MDL Editor
# estimate (more options will typically be needed)
ESTIMATE {
target=t
model=m
parameter=p
data=d
TARGET_CODE(target=NMTRAN_CODE,location="$ESTIMATION"){***
$EST METHOD=COND INTER
MAX=9990 SIG=3 NOABORT ;PRINT=1
$COV
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***} # end TARGET_CODE
algo=list("FOCE

INTER")

max=9990
sig=3
cov="y"
}# end ESTIMATE
}# end of myEST
}# end of task object
warfarin_PK_CONC_tel = telobj{
## The TEL is used to specify the sequence of execution of tasks.
# Result objects are returned by each task statement which may be
used by subsequent tasks.
# Fit model using NONMEM
warfarin_PK_CONC_fit=warfarin_PK_CONC_task$myEST(t="NONMEM",
m=warfarin_PK_CONC_mdl, p=warfarin_PK_CONC_par,
d=warfarin_PK_CONC_dat)
# Update parameter estimates with final estimates
warfarin_PK_CONC_par=update(warfarin_PK_CONC_fit,warfarin_PK_CONC_par
)
} # end of task execution language code

Generated NM-TRAN
;mdl2nt 1.02 beta, last modification 24.08.2013, Natallia Kokash
(natallia.kokash@gmail.com)

$PROB WARFARIN PK
;O'Reilly RA, Aggeler PM, Leong LS. Studies of the coumarin
anticoagulant
;drugs: The pharmacodynamics of warfarin in man.
;Journal of Clinical Investigation 1963;42(10):1542-1551
;O'Reilly RA, Aggeler PM. Studies on coumarin anticoagulant drugs
;Initiation of warfarin therapy without a loading dose.
;Circulation 1968;38:169-177

$INPUT
ID TIME WT AGE SEX AMT DVID DV MDV

$DATA warfarin_conc_pca.csv
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IGNORE=#
IGNORE (DVID.EQ.2)

$SUBR
ADVAN2 TRANS2

$MODEL
COMP (comp1)
COMP (comp2)

$PK
GRPCL = THETA(1)*(WT/70)**0.75
GRPV = THETA(2)*WT/70
GRPKA = THETA(3)
GRPLG = THETA(4)
CL = GRPCL*EXP(ETA(1))
V = GRPV*EXP(ETA(2))
KA = GRPKA*EXP(ETA(3))
ALAG1 = GRPLG*EXP(ETA(4))
S2 = V

$ERROR
CONC = A(2)/V
Y = CONC*(1+EPS(1))+EPS(2)

$THETA
(0.001, 0.1, INF) ; POP_CL
(0.001, 8, INF) ; POP_V
(0.001, 2, INF) ; POP_KA
(0.001, 1, INF) ; POP_TLAG

$OMEGA BLOCK (2)
0.1 ; PPV_CL
0.01 0.1 ; PPV_V
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$OMEGA
0.1 ; PPV_KA
0.1 ; PPV_TLAG

$SIGMA
0.01 ; RUV_PROP
0.05 ; RUV_ADD

$EST METHOD=COND INTER
MAX=9990 SIG=3 NOABORT ;PRINT=1
$COV

$TABLE
ID TIME WT SEX AGE CL V KA ALAG1 DVID Y
ONEHEADER NOPRINT FILE=warfarin_PK_CONC_task.fit
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Chapter 3: MDL to PharmML
The implementation of the MDL to PharmML converter is still under
development.
This section will be completed by M38.

1. Overview of PharmML
2. Supported features
3. Conversion rules
4. Worked examples
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Part 3: MDL IDE user guide
Chapter 1: Implementation
In this chapter, we provide information on the installation and use of the MDL
IDE.

1. Eclipse environment

http://www.eclipse.org
Eclipse is a multi-language integrated development environment (IDE) that
provides a development toolkit and an extensible plug-in system for
customizing the environment. Eclipse is mostly written in Java and can be
used to develop applications in Java. However, by means of plug-ins, multiple
other programming languages are supported, including Ada, C, C++, COBOL,
Fortran, Haskell, JavaScript, Lasso, Perl, PHP, Python, R, Ruby, Scala,
Clojure, Groovy, Scheme, and Erlang. It can also be used to develop
packages for the software Mathematica.
Eclipse SDK is free and open source software released under the terms of the
Eclipse Public License (EPL) which allows the distribution of Eclipse-based
products both as open-source and as commercial applications. However, EPL
is incompatible with the GNU General Public License.
To install Eclipse, download and unpack Eclipse Standard distribution or
Eclipse IDE for Java Developers from the Eclipse downloads page
http://www.eclipse.org/downloads/.
MDL IDE is an Eclipse plug-in. MDL perspective is used to provide a preconfigured view convenient for MDL development.

2. What is xText?

http://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/
Xtext is an open-source framework for developing programming languages
and domain-specific languages (DSLs). Unlike standard parser generators,
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Xtext not only generates a parser, but also a class model for the Abstract
Syntax Tree (AST) and a fully featured, customizable Eclipse-based IDE.
Xtext is being developed in the Eclipse Project as part of the Eclipse Modeling
Framework (EMF) Project and is licensed under the EPL.
A language in xText is specified using an Xtext grammar language. This
language resembles the BNF notation, but it also allows users to specify
attributes that will be used to create an Ecore meta model. A code generator
derives an ANTLR parser from the xText grammar, and the classes for the
object model. Both can be used independent of Eclipse.
Given a language grammar, a fully functioning Eclipse-based IDE is
generated (MDL Editor). The IDE offers:











Syntax colouring,
Automated code completion,
Static analysis,
Outline view,
Source-code navigation,
Indexing,
Compare view,
Hovers,
Code folding,
Rename refactoring.

Xtext languages and the IDE are highly configurable. The default components
can be easily replaced by binding customized ones.
Pre-generated Java classes make it easy to implement validation, linking,
scoping, and other operations for a newly defined language. Formatting
(pretty printing) rules can be redefined to arrange the code in a way
convenient for human reader. The outline view can be configures to show
meaningful icons and display the information of interest for each language
artefact. A set of quick fixes can be pre-defined to fix common user errors that
can be automatically fixed.
A code generator written in Xtend can be hooked in for any language.

3. Integration with interoperability framework

Chapter 2: Installation and configuration
Assuming that Eclipse is installed, the MDL IDE can be installed via its
Update menu (Help  Install New Software). In the appeared window, press
“Add” and type a name for the update site (e.g., “MDL IDE”) and the URL of
the update web site:
https://sourceforge.net/projects/ddmore/files/update/mdleditor
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Chapter 3: Using MDL IDE
1. Create MDL project, import/export files
MDL specifications can be added to any Eclipse project. However, we created
a dedicated project type, MDL Project, which comes with a predefined folder
structure and activates an MDL perspective convenient for drug modelling.
The MDL project can be created using standard Eclipse dialogs: select File 
New  Project  MDL Project, press Next, choose a project name and press
Finish.

The following dialog will appear:

Answer ‘Yes’ to activate the MDL perspective.
You will see the newly created project in the Project Explorer. The project will
contain two folders: src and src-gen. The folder src will contain sub-folders
models and data. Add your model files to the models folder and data files to
the data folder. To create a new file, select File  New  File menu. To
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import an existing model file, press File  Import and select MDL  MDL file.
Similarly, to import a data file, press File  Import  MDL  Data file.
To import more files at once, select File  Import  General  File System,
choose a root directory and check up the files to import.
To import existing projects to a new workspace, select File  Import 
General  Existing Projects into Workspace.

2. MDL perspective
The MDL perspective looks as shown on the picture below.

The window in the left is a Project Manager that can be used to navigate
among projects and manage project files. The central part is the Editor
window which can be used to view and edit MDL files. Outline view is located
in the right. The Outline view can be used for quick navigation in the opened
file. It also provides the information on the classification of the elements of the
opened file. The meaning of icons in this view is described in Section 4:
Outline View.
In the bottom part of the perspective there is a stack of three windows:
 Progress, which shows a progress bar with the status of a current longrunning operation (e.g., such as project validation and code generation
by converters);
 Problems, which contains a table with the information about errors and
warnings found in the projects in the active workspace;
 Console, which shows system messages.
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Closed windows can be re-opened using the menu Window  Show View.

3. Outline view
The outline view allows users to navigate quickly in an MDL file: a selected in
the editor statement is emphasised in the Outline View, and vice versa, by
clicking on an item in the Outline View, the cursor jumps to the corresponding
element in the editor. If an MDL object or a block is selected, its content is
emphasized in the editor.
The icons in the Outline View are defined by the type of the MDL grammar
term corresponding to the selected element. The following table explains the
meaning of the icons:
MDL outline view icons

Icon

MDL element
MDL file
Model object
Parameter object
Data object
Task object
TEL object
TARGET_CODE block
MIXTURE block
Imported function (IMPORT block statement)
List
ODE list
RANDOM list
ACCEPT instruction
INGORE instruction
DROP instruction
ADD list
REMOVE list
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AND expression: expr1 && expr2...&& expr_n
OR expression: expr1 || expr2...|| expr_n
Parameter declaration
Parameter modification
Reference to a variable or parameter
Attribute declaration
Function call
Mathematical expression, True (Boolean value in conditional
statement), False (Boolean value in conditional statement)
Variable /parameter declaration
Variable/parameter declaration with transformation (e.g log(x)=0.5)
Conditional statement (if ... then... else)
Task function declaration (simulation, estimation, execution)
Declaration of a categorical or continuous variable
This icon is not used in the outline view, but reserved to represent a
parent of an item

4. Validation
Apart from the syntactic validation of MDL expressions provided by xText
according to the language grammar, we implemented a set of rules that aim at
helping users to avoid errors at the design time and make sure the converters
from the converter toolbox will be able to generate the target language code.
The validation module runs invisibly in the background and systematically
checks that all the statements typed by the user conform to the MDL
specification.
If a problem is detected in some statement, a red icon with a cross or a yellow
icon with a question mark appears on the left border of the Editor view. A popup message that explains the problem appears once a user place the cursor
to the icon. The full set of problems detected in the MDL files in the current
workspace can be also seen in the Problems view which is by default located
at the bottom of layout in the MDL perspective.
The errors marked by red labels signal the problem with the syntax of the
corresponding MDL expression. An automatically generated xText message
will explain the problem, typically by providing the set of expected terms at the
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place where a wrong term was used. If this information is not sufficient to fix
the error, consult the MDL grammar in the appendix of this document or look
for a detailed explanation and example on what expressions are expected in a
certain block in the MDL specification. The MDL file with syntactic errors is not
further processed until all such errors are fixed.
Although MDL validation rules we describe below are important for the correct
interpretation of a model and its conversion to the target languages, we never
trigger errors that would prevent xText from calling code generators. Instead,
all the problems are reported as warnings and it is up to the user to decide
whether to fix them or proceed with the risk to obtain wrong results. Thus, the
warnings should be treated seriously, but if a user understands the reasons
for a warning and decids that it is not critical for a given model, he can
proceed with the execution of the generated NM-TRAN or PharmML files.
Unique identifiers

Once variables, parameters or functions are declared, we need to make sure
that they are assigned a unique name that will allow us to unambiguously
identify it in the code. This is achieved with the help of symbol tables that the
validation module builds by collecting identifies from all the declarations in the
file. If an identifier appears twice in the tables, the following warnings will be
triggered:
 “A variable with such name already exists”;
 “A parameter with such name already exists”;
 “A function with such name is already defined”;
A user should delete a repeated declaration or rename the symbol.
Note that not always a presence of two expressions in the form symbolName
= expr with the same symbolName will trigger such a warning. There is a
number of situations where the re-declaration of parameters is expected.
Among examples are expressions in the HEADER block and PARAMETER
block that may modify expressions assigned to the variables declarations in
the INPUT_VARIABLES block and STRUCTURAL_PARAMETERS block. In
the aforementioned cases, the symbolName in the second set of blocks is
treated as a reference and should be matched with the declarations. The
validation of references is described below.
Recognizing references

For any reference, a variable or a parameter should be declared in the same
MDL file. The validation module scans the MDL file and collects all variable
declarations. Identifiers in mathematical expressions are checked against this
list to find a declaration matching to the reference. Only variable names are
compared.
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A special case is the validation of conditionally declared variables or
parameters, that is, variables or parameters declared within if … then …
else statements. There are two variants of the validation implemented in the
MDL editor: strong and weak:
 According to the strong validation, a variable or a parameter is
considered declared if there is an expression assigned to it in both
branches of a conditional statement. If one of the branches of the
conditional statement is a conditional expression itself, the same rule is
applied for all nested expressions.
 According to the weak validation activated in the MDL editor by default,
a symbol is considered declared if it is declared in at least one branch
of the conditional expression.
If no matching symbol declaration is found, the warnings “Variable not
declared”, “Parameter not declared” or “Unresolved reference: parameter,
variable, object or formal argument not declared” are triggered, depending on
the block in which the unrecognized reference is used. To suppress the
warning, a user either should insert a declaration or remove/rename the
reference from the expression.
Validation of attributes

For expressions in the form
 varName.attrName_1.attrName_2.….attrName_n,
 varName[index_1][index_2]…[index_n],
where varName is the name of the generic list, attrName_i are names of
the attributes (including attributes of the nested lists), and index_i are
indices that point the positions of the attributes in the attribute list (including
attributes of the nested lists), we check that the variable varName is defined
as a generic vector, that is, it is assigned an expression in the form
 varName = list(attributes),
 varName = ode(attributes) and
 varName = ~(attributes)
where attributes is a set of attribute definitions in the form attrName =
expr. The attribute with the names attrName_1 should be defined in the
attributes. If other identifiers are present in the expression, i.e., n > 1,
the attribute attrName_2 should be in the list of attributes of the expression
assigned to attrName2, and so on.
In the case of indexing by position, the number of attributes in the list
assigned to varName should be greater or equal to the index in the
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expression, i.e., index_1. Similarly, all other indices index_2…, index_n
should be in the range of indices corresponding to the attributes in the nested
lists.
The failure to validate a reference to an attribute is signalled by the warning
"Unresolved reference to a list attribute". The error can be fixed by adding the
attribute to the declaration, renaming or removing it.
References to function output parameters

Variables that refer to (output) parameters of function calls, i.e.,
varName.paramName,
where varName = functName(…, param=list(attributes)),
are compared with identifiers used in the attributes defined in the form
expr_i | attrName_i = expr_i. Note that attribute names
attrName_i are optional here and are typically omitted. An example of an
expression where such a validation is applied is:
amount=nmadvan(model=2,trans=2,ncmt=2,param=list(V,CL,KA,
S2,ALAG1,F,A))
CONC=amount.A[2]/V;
The validation module forms a list of references in the expressions of the
param attribute, that is, {V,CL,KA,S2,ALAG1,F,A}, and checks that A is in this
set. Note that if the param was defined as list(A + B), which is a
syntactically correct MDL expression, the list of recognized references would
be as follows {A, B}, and the references amount.A would be validated as
well. To improve the validation of the references to function output
parameters, the syntax of function calls should be revised.
If the corresponding output parameter is not found, the warning “Unresolved
reference to a function output parameter" is triggered. To fix the issue, one
have to include the variable to the list of function parameters, remove or
rename the reference.
Validation of function calls

All function calls are validated against function declarations. A function in a
function call is recognized by the editor if a function with such name:
 was declared in a Task object block in a current MDL file;
 is a standard mathematical function; The list of standard functions can
be found in Section Functions of Part 1.
 was declared in IMPORT block to refer to a known function
implemented in a target language.
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If the reference to a function name does not match any of the above sets, the
warning “Unknown function” will be triggered. To resolve the issue, either
insert a corresponding function declaration to an IMPORT block or a Task
object block or check whether the function name is used correctly and rename
it. Remember that identifiers in MDL are case sensitive.
Recognizing generic list attributes

MDL relies on generic lists to specify various concepts for drug modeling.
Generic lists in different MDL blocks are used as classes that describe objects
with a certain set of attributes. Some of these attributes are mandatory while
others are optional. Moreover, a set of such attributes theoretically remains
open: as the MDL specification evolves, they can be added or removed
depending on the needs of modelers. Identifiers with the same names as
some of these attributes can be used in other context in MDL. Thus, we could
not require the presence of mandatory attributes by hardcoding them in the
grammar and instead implemented a set of semantic validation rules that
guarantees that only expected attributes are used in the generic list
declarations. The lists of allowed and required attributes dependis on the
context in which a generic list appears, namely the encapsulating MDL block.
The lists of recognized(validated) and required attributes for each MDL block
are shown in the table below:
Block

Recognized
attributes

Required
attributes

Model object
INPUT_VARIABLES

value, use, units,
type, level

RANDOM_VARIABLE_DEFINITION type, mean, level,
variance

type, mean,
variance

LIBRARY

model, ncmt, param, model
input, distribution,
elimination,
parameterization,
trans

ODE

derive, init, x0, wrt

derive, init, wrt

STRUCTURAL

value, lo, hi, fix,
units, transform

value

VARIABILITY

value, type, fix,
units, transform

value

Parameter object
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matrix, diag, same

name, type, fix

name

HEADER

type, define, units,
recode, boundaries,
missing

type

FILE

source, ignore,
inputformat

source

DESIGN

source, units, interp,
idv

source

IMPORT

target, name, ncmt,
trans, param

target, trans,
param

TARGET_CODE

target,location,first

target

Data object

Task object
Common blocks

If an unknown attribute is used in an expression list(attributes),
ode(attributes) or ~(attributes), the warning “Unknown attribute” is
triggered. To avoid such warnings, make sure that the attribute you use is
present in the table above. If you would like to include other attributes to the
set of recognized attributes or a certain block, contact the MDL development
team. It is possible that in the future versions of the MDL IDE there will be a
possibility to customize such sets. However, the centralized approach to
attribute management in the community is necessary for ensuring model
compatibility and correct conversion of MDL files to PharmML or other target
languages.
If a required attribute is missing, the warning “Required attribute is missing” is
triggered. In this case, the missing attribute should be added to the list. If you
consider that for some class of models the attributes considered mandatory in
MDL are actually optional, contact the MDL development team.
Required variables

If a FILE block is defined, we check that a variable data with a value defined
by a generic vector (list) is declared. The attributes of this list are used to find
the data file used in MDL conversion to NM-TRAN or PharmML.
If this requirement does not hold, the warning “FILE block does not contain
the variable ‘data’” is issued. The user should insert such a variable to the
code.
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Example: validation of warfarin_PK_CONC:

The MDL specification presented in Chapter 2 Section Worked Examples is
not entirely correct. For the statement:
amount=nmadvan(model=2,trans=2,ncmt=2,param=list(V,CL,KA,S2,ALAG1,F,A
))

the MDL Editor issues a warning “Unresolved reference: parameter, variable,
object or formal argument not declared” with F and A variables emphasised.
This means that these variables were not declared in MDL.
This warning is a manifestation of the absence in MDL the means to
distinguish function input and output parameters: while input parameters in
this statement are references to previously declared variables, the output
parameters are newly declared variables that store the values returned by the
function. However, there is no way to distinguish them for semantic validation
using the presented syntax.
The expression that contains a reference to the attributes of amount, namely,
CONC=amount.A[2]/V
has a special interpretation. One can guess that this is a reference of an
element of (output) parameter A. Indeed, we assume that after the function
invocation, the variable on the left had side, i.e., amount, contains a list of
output parameters whose names are mentioned in the param list. These
variables are assumed to be vectors, and there is no way to indicated that
they are of a different type, even though in some examples they are not
expected to be vectors.
The examples can be even more confusing because syntactically param can
contain mathematical expressions, not only a list of references. The syntax of
function declaration and calls should be revised in MDL.
Any warning may lead to the incorrect translation of the MDL file to NMTRAN, another executable language or to PharmML.
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5. Quick fixes
Quick fixes are predefined actions that the MDL editor offers to perform if an
error or a warning appears in the user’s code, with the intention to fix this error
or the warning. The corresponding actions for MDL warnings are explained in
the table below:
Quick fix

Description

Warning “Required attribute is missing”
Insert attribute

Add a required attribute to the list.
Default attribute values are context
independent and are defined by the
name of the attribute for any block:
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Attribute

Default value

value

0

mean

0

init

0

model

1

fix

false

variance

VarName

deriv

VarName

type

continuous

inputformat

“NONMEM”

target

NMTRAN_CODE

wrt

TIME

source

[fileName]

It is assumed that VarName will be
replaced by the user with the name of
a variable and [fileName] with the path
to a data file.
Warning “"Unknown attribute"
Delete attribute

Remove the unrecognized attribute
together with the expression assigned
to it from the list

Warning “Variable not declared”
Remove variable

Delete an expression that contains an
unrecognized variable

Add variable declaration to
INPUT_VARIABLES

Insert a variable declaration in the form
VarName=list(type=continuous,
units = “kg”, use=covariate)
to a first found INPUT_VARIABLES
block. If the block does not exist, it is
created.

Add variable declaration to
Insert a variable declaration in the form
RANDOM_VARIABLES_DEFINITION VarName=~(type=Normal,
mean=0, variance=VarName,
level=ID) to a first found
RANDOM_VARIABLES_DEFINITION
block. If the block does not exist, it is
created.
Add variable declaration to
GROUP_VARIABLES

Insert a variable declaration in the form
VarName=list(attributes) to a
first found GROUP_VARIABLES block.
If the block does not exist, it is created.

Add variable declaration to MIXTURE

Insert a variable declaration in the form
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VarName to a first found MIXTURE
block. If the block does not exist, the
editor creates a GROUP_VARIABLES
block with a MIXTURE sub-block.
Add variable declaration to
INDIVIDUAL_VARIABLES

Insert a variable declaration in the form
VarName to a first found MIXTURE
block. If the block does not exist, it is
created

Add variable declaration to
MODEL_PREDICTION

Insert a variable declaration in the form
VarName to a first found
MODEL_PREDICTION block. If the
block does not exist, it is created

Add variable declaration to ODE

Insert a variable declaration in the form
VarName to a first found ODE block. If
the block does not exist, it is created

Add variable declaration to
OBSERVATION

Insert a variable declaration in the form
VarName to a first found
OBSERVATION block. If the block
does not exist, it is created

Add variable declaration to
SIMULATION

Insert a variable declaration in the form
VarName to a first found SIMULATION
block. If the block does not exist, it is
created

Add variable declaration to
ESTIMATION

Insert a variable declaration in the form
VarName to a first found ESTIMATION
block. If the block does not exist, it is
created

Warning “Parameter not declared”
Remove parameter

Delete an expression that refers to an
unknown parameter

Add parameter declaration to
STRUCTURAL

Insert a parameter declaration in the
form ParamName=list(value=0) to
a first found STRUCTURAL block. If
the block does not exist, it is created

Add parameter declaration to
VARIABILITY

Insert a parameter declaration in the
form ParamName=list(value=0) to
a first found VARIABILITY block. If the
block does not exist, it is created
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Warning “Unknown function”
Declare function in IMPORT block

For an unknown function call, a
function declaration in the form
functName =
list(target=NMTRAN_CODE,
name=functName,
param=list(…))
is inserted to a first found IMPORT
block. If such block does not exist, it is
created.
Attribute names from function call are
copied to “param” attribute of the
imported function.
If the function call uses unnamed
expressions, the attribute
unnamedParami is added to the list of
parameters, where i is the index of the
parameter.
E.g. for a call myFunction(a, b),
the declaration in the IMPORT block
will look as
myFunction =
list(target=NMTRAN_CODE,
name=”myFunction”,
param=list(unnameParam1,
unnamedParam2));

6. Formatting
The MDL code can be automatically arranged (pretty printed). To call the
automated formatter, press Ctrl + Shift + F or press right mouse button and
select “Format””.
The automatic formatting places each block and each statement to a new line,
applies proper indentation for conditional statement (if … then …else …),
TARGET_CODE block content.
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7. Preferences
As any Eclipse plug-in, MDL IDE comes with a set of preferences. The
Preferences window can be opened using the menu Window  Preferences.
Once the Preferences window appear, select the MDL tab. Some of the
options here are standard Eclipse preferences while others were created
specifically for the MDL IDE.
Among the useful standard views are Syntax Coloring tab, that can be used to
change the appearance of the MDL code in the editor view, and Templates,
that can be used to define pre-configured elements to be quickly inserted to
the text in the editor view. For example, the MDL block structure can be fined
as template using this view and inserted to a new MDL file for faster
modelling.
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Two specialized preference views for MDL are External Tools and Task
Execution Service. The first one can be used to inform the editor about the
location of external programming environments such as R or Mathlab on the
local machine which a user may want to call for some operations. The second
view is used for the configuration of access details to the remote Task
execution Server (TES) that will run the workflow.

8. Code generation
A syntactically correct MDL file is automatically converted to NM-TRAN and/or
PharmML when it is added to an open project or saved by (Ctrl + S) a user
after modification. The corresponding NM-TRAN control file (.ctl) or PharmML
file (.xml) appear in the src_gen folder. The generated files will be opened in
the default editor for this file extension in your Eclipse configuration or your
operation system:
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The converters also can be called explicitly using pop-up menu items
“Convert to NONMEM” and “Convert to PharmML” that are available on the
right mouse click in the editor view.

9. Target code execution
It is expected that the MDL IDE will allow you to execute or process the
generated NM-TRAN and PharmML code. For example, at the moment, the
generation and execution of an NM-TRAN control file can be triggered for a
syntactically correct MDL file from the editor view on the right mouse click
menu “Run with NONMEM”. The support for model execution will be provided
in the next versions of the MDL editor.
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Annex
The xText library generates a language syntax tree and default classes that
provide the editing features described in this document based on a formally
defined grammar for a domain specific language. This grammar is specified in
the special format which is a variation of BNF but also includes attribute
names that are used to navigate in the language syntax tree. The vertical bar |
represents alternatives, * repetition of 0 or more times, + repetition of 1 or
more times, and ? marks an optional term. The syntax of this notation is
explained in more detail in the xText documentation available at
http://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/documentation/2_1_0/Xtext%202.1%20Documen
tation.pdf
The xText grammar for MDL is shown below. Some comments are important
and indicate the contextual interpretation of the corresponding literal
according to the MDL Specification that cannot be distinguished syntactically
using the grammar solely. For example, a statement that includes an identifier
marked as “//new Variable” or “//new Parameter” refer to the declaration of a
new variable of parameter, while “//ref Variable” or “//ref Parameter” indicates
that here a reference to a declared variable or parameter is expected. The
corresponding checks are performed by the MDL validation module.

MDL grammar
grammar org.ddmore.mdl.Mdl with org.eclipse.xtext.common.Terminals
generate mdl "http://www.ddmore.org/mdl/Mdl"
Mcl hidden(WS, ML_COMMENT, SL_COMMENT):
objects+=MclObject*;
MclObject:
identifier=ObjectName '='
(modelObject=ModelObject |
parameterObject=ParameterObject |
dataObject=DataObject |
taskObject=TaskObject |
telObject=TELObject);
ModelObject:
identifier = 'mdlobj' BEGIN blocks += ModelObjectBlock* END;
ParameterObject:
identifier = 'parobj' BEGIN blocks += ParameterObjectBlock* END;
DataObject:
identifier = 'dataobj' BEGIN blocks += DataObjectBlock* END;
TaskObject:
identifier = 'taskobj' BEGIN blocks += TaskObjectBlock* END;
TELObject:
identifier = 'telobj' BEGIN statements += BlockStatement* END;
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Model Object
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
ModelObjectBlock:
individualVariablesBlock = IndividualVariablesBlock |
modelPredictionBlock = ModelPredictionBlock |
randomVariableDefinitionBlock = RandomVariableDefinitionBlock |
inputVariablesBlock = InputVariablesBlock |
structuralParametersBlock = StructuralParametersBlock |
variabilityParametersBlock = VariabilityParametersBlock |
outputVariablesBlock = OutputVariablesBlock |
groupVariablesBlock = GroupVariablesBlock |
observationBlock = ObservationBlock |
estimationBlock = EstimationBlock |
simulationBlock = SimulationBlock |
targetBlock = TargetBlock |
importBlock = ImportBlock
;
IndividualVariablesBlock:
identifier = 'INDIVIDUAL_VARIABLES'
BEGIN statements += BlockStatement* END
;

//new Variable

ModelPredictionBlock:
identifier = 'MODEL_PREDICTION'
BEGIN statements += ModelPredictionBlockStatement* END
;
RandomVariableDefinitionBlock:
identifier = 'RANDOM_VARIABLE_DEFINITION'
BEGIN variables += SymbolDeclaration* END //new Variable
;
InputVariablesBlock:
indentifier = 'INPUT_VARIABLES'
BEGIN variables += SymbolDeclaration* END //new Variable
;
StructuralParametersBlock:
identifier = 'STRUCTURAL_PARAMETERS'
BEGIN parameters += FullyQualifiedSymbolName* END
;

//Ref to Parameter

VariabilityParametersBlock:
identifier = 'VARIABILITY_PARAMETERS'
BEGIN parameters += FullyQualifiedSymbolName* END //Ref to Parameter
;
OutputVariablesBlock:
identifier = 'OUTPUT_VARIABLES'
BEGIN variables += FullyQualifiedSymbolName* END //Ref to
VariableName
;
GroupVariablesBlock:
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identifier = 'GROUP_VARIABLES'
BEGIN statements += GroupVariablesBlockStatement* END
;
ObservationBlock:
identifier = 'OBSERVATION'
BEGIN statements += BlockStatement* END
;
EstimationBlock:
identifier = 'ESTIMATION'
BEGIN statements += BlockStatement* END
;
SimulationBlock:
identifier = 'SIMULATION'
BEGIN statements += BlockStatement* END
;

//new Variable

//new Variable

//new Variable

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Parameter Object
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
ParameterObjectBlock:
structuralBlock = StructuralBlock |
variabilityBlock = VariabilityBlock |
priorBlock = PriorParametersBlock |
targetBlock = TargetBlock |
importBlock = ImportBlock
;
StructuralBlock:
identifier='STRUCTURAL'
BEGIN parameters += ParameterDeclaration* END //new Parameter
;
VariabilityBlock:
identifier='VARIABILITY'
BEGIN statements += VariabilityBlockStatement* END
;
PriorParametersBlock:
identifier='PRIOR_PARAMETERS'
BEGIN statements += BlockStatement* END
;

//new Parameter

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Data Object
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
DataObjectBlock:
headerBlock
fileBlock =
targetBlock
importBlock

= HeaderBlock |
FileBlock |
= TargetBlock |
= ImportBlock;

HeaderBlock:
identifier='HEADER'
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BEGIN variables += SymbolModification* END

//ref to Variable

;
FileBlock:
identifier='FILE'
BEGIN statements += FileBlockStatement* END
;
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Task Object
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
TaskObjectBlock:
functionDeclaration = TaskFunctionDeclaration |
parameterBlock = ParameterBlock |
dataBlock = DataBlock |
modelBlock = ModelBlock |
targetBlock = TargetBlock |
importBlock = ImportBlock
;
ParameterBlock:
identifier = 'PARAMETER'
BEGIN parameters += SymbolModification* END
;

//Ref to parameter

DataBlock:
identifier = 'DATA'
BEGIN statements += DataBlockStatement* END
;
DataBlockStatement:
ignoreList = IgnoreList | acceptList = AcceptList | dropList =
DropList
;
IgnoreList:
identifier = 'IGNORE' "=" 'if' '(' expression = OrExpression ')'
;
AcceptList:
identifier = 'ACCEPT' "=" 'if' '(' expression = AndExpression ')'
;
DropList:
identifier = 'DROP' "=" list = SymbolList
;
AddList:
identifier = 'ADD' '=' list = SymbolList
;
RemoveList:
identifier = 'REMOVE' '=' list = SymbolList
;
ModelBlock:
identifier = 'MODEL'
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BEGIN statements += ModelBlockStatement* END
;
ModelBlockStatement:
statement = BlockStatement |
addList = AddList |
removeList = RemoveList
;
SymbolList:
identifier = 'list' '(' symbols += FullyQualifiedSymbolName (=> ','
symbols += FullyQualifiedSymbolName)* ')'
//Ref to VariableName +
;
ModelPredictionBlockStatement:
statement = BlockStatement | //new Variable
odeBlock = OdeBlock |
libraryBlock = LibraryBlock
;
LibraryBlock:
identifier = 'LIBRARY'
BEGIN statements += FunctionCallStatement* END //Properties: format
restricted to a "variable = function call"
;
FunctionCallStatement:
identifier = ID "=" expression = FunctionCall
;
OdeBlock:
identifier = 'ODE'
BEGIN statements += BlockStatement* END
;
GroupVariablesBlockStatement:
statement = BlockStatement |
mixtureBlock = MixtureBlock
;

//new Variable

//new Variable

MixtureBlock:
identifier = 'MIXTURE'
BEGIN statements += BlockStatement* END //new Variable
;

VariabilityBlockStatement:
parameter = ParameterDeclaration |
matrixBlock = MatrixBlock |
diagBlock = DiagBlock
|
sameBlock = SameBlock
;
//Renamed to Matrix!
MatrixBlock:
identifier = 'matrix' '(' arguments = Arguments ')'
(BEGIN parameters = Arguments END)? //new Parameter
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DiagBlock:
identifier = 'diag' '(' arguments = Arguments ')'
(BEGIN parameters = Arguments END)? //new Parameter
;
SameBlock:
identifier = 'same' '(' arguments = Arguments ')'
(BEGIN parameters = FormalArguments END)? //new Parameter
;
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Data Object
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
FileBlockStatement:
variable = SymbolDeclaration |
inlineBlock = InlineBlock |
designBlock = DesignBlock |
rscriptBlock = RScriptBlock
;

//new VariableName, only list

InlineBlock:
identifier = 'INLINE'
BEGIN (variables += FullyQualifiedSymbolName)* (values += (NUMBER |
'.'))* END //Ref to VariableName
;
DesignBlock:
identifier = 'DESIGN'
BEGIN statements += DesignBlockStatement* END
;
DesignBlockStatement:
identifier = FullyQualifiedSymbolName (arguments = VariableList)? '='
expression = AnyExpression //Ref to VariableName
;
VariableList:
'[' identifiers += FullyQualifiedSymbolName (=> ',' identifiers +=
FullyQualifiedSymbolName)* ']' //Ref to VaraibleName
;
RScriptBlock:
identifier = 'RSCRIPT'
BEGIN variables += RScriptBlockStatement* END
;
RScriptBlockStatement:
identifier = ID "=" (value = STRING | object = ObjectName) // new
VariableName
;
TaskFunctionDeclaration:
identifier = ID "=" 'function'
//new FunctionName
'(' formalArguments = FormalArguments ')'
functionBody = TaskFunctionBody
;
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TaskFunctionBody: {TaskFunctionBody}
BEGIN (blocks += TaskFunctionBlock)* END
;
TaskFunctionBlock:
estimateBlock = EstimateTask |
simulateBlock = SimulateTask |
executeBlock = ExecuteTask
;
EstimateTask:
identifier = 'ESTIMATE'
BEGIN statements += BlockStatement* END //Properties
;
SimulateTask:
identifier = 'SIMULATE'
BEGIN statements += BlockStatement* END
;
ExecuteTask:
identifier = "EXECUTE"
BEGIN statements += BlockStatement* END
;

//Properties

//Properties

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Common
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
FormalArguments:
arguments += FormalArgument (=> ',' arguments += FormalArgument)*
;
FormalArgument:
identifier = ID
;
FunctionCall:
identifier = FullyQualifiedSymbolName '(' arguments = Arguments ')'
//Ref to ImportedFunction, TaskFunctionDeclaration or standard
function
;
BlockStatement:
symbol = SymbolDeclaration | //Variable, Parameter or Property
functionCall = FunctionCall |
statement = ConditionalStatement |
targetBlock = TargetBlock
;
TargetBlock:
identifier = 'TARGET_CODE' ('(' arguments = Arguments ')' )? BEGIN
externalCode = EXTERNAL_CODE END
;
TargetLanguage:
identifier = ('NMTRAN_CODE' |
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'MLXTRAN_CODE' |
'PML_CODE' |
'BUGS_CODE' |
'R_CODE' |
'MATLAB_CODE')
;
terminal EXTERNAL_CODE:
'***' -> '***'
;
ImportBlock:
identifier = 'IMPORT' BEGIN
functions += ImportedFunction*
END //rename to functions
;
ImportedFunction:
identifier = ID ("=" list = List)
;
SymbolModification:
identifier = FullyQualifiedSymbolName ("=" list = List)?
//Ref to ParameterName or VariableName (depending on the container) +
;
ParameterDeclaration:
identifier = ID ("=" list = List) //new ParameterName
;
//new VariableName, new PropertyName, new ParameterName? (PRIOR_PARAMETERS)
SymbolDeclaration:
(identifier = ID (("=" expression = AnyExpression)? | randomList =
RandomList)) |
(function = ID '(' identifier = ID ')' randomList = RandomList)
//special function, new VariableName
;
EnumType:
categorical = Categorical |
continuous = Continuous |
covariate = Covariate |
distribution = Distribution |
use = UseType |
likelyhood = Likelyhood |
target = TargetLanguage
;

Likelyhood:
identifier = 'LIKELIHOOD'
;
UseType:
identifier = ('mdv' | 'id' | 'dv' | 'idv' | 'dvid' | 'amt')
;
Categorical:
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identifier = 'categorical' ('(' arguments = FormalArguments ')')?
;
Continuous:
identifier = 'continuous'
;
Covariate:
identifier = 'covariate'
;
Distribution:
identifier = ('Normal' |
'Binomial' |
'Poisson' |
'Student_T' |
'MVNormal')
;
AnyExpression:
expression = Expression |
list = List |
odeList = OdeList |
type = EnumType
;
Expression:
conditionalExpression = ConditionalExpression
;
List:
identifier = 'list' '(' arguments = Arguments ')'
;
OdeList:
identifier = 'ode' '(' arguments = Arguments ')'
;
RandomList:
identifier = '~' '(' arguments = Arguments ')'
;
Arguments:
arguments += Argument (=> ',' arguments += Argument)*
;
Argument:
identifier = ID "=" expression = AnyExpression |
expression = AnyExpression
;
ConditionalStatement:
'if' parExpression=ParExpression
(ifStatement = BlockStatement | ifBlock = Block)
(=> 'else'
(elseStatement = BlockStatement | elseBlock = Block)
)?
;
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Block: {Block}
BEGIN statements += BlockStatement* END
;
ParExpression:
'(' expression = Expression')';
ConditionalExpression:
expression = OrExpression ('?' expression1 = Expression ':'
expression2 = Expression)?;
OrExpression:
expression += AndExpression (operator += LogicalOrOperator expression
+= AndExpression)*;
AndExpression:
expression += LogicalExpression (operator += LogicalAndOperator
expression += LogicalExpression)*;
LogicalExpression:
(negation = "!")? (boolean = BOOLEAN |
expression += AdditiveExpression (operator += LogicalOperator
expression += AdditiveExpression)*);
AdditiveExpression:
expression += MultiplicativeExpression (operator += AdditiveOperator
expression+=MultiplicativeExpression)* |
string += STRING (operator += '+' string += STRING)*
;
MultiplicativeExpression:
expression += PowerExpression (operator += MultiplicativeOperator
expression += PowerExpression)*;
PowerExpression:
expression += UnaryExpression (operator += PowerOperator expression
+= UnaryExpression)*;
UnaryExpression:
operator = UnaryOperator expression = UnaryExpression |
parExpression = ParExpression |
primary = Primary
;
Primary:
functionCall = FunctionCall |
number = NUMBER |
symbol = FullyQualifiedSymbolName | //Ref to VariableName,
ParameterName, ObjectName or formal argument
attribute = FullyQualifiedArgumentName |
vector = Vector
;
Vector:
identifier = 'c' '(' values += Expression (=> ',' values +=
Expression)* ')'
;
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FullyQualifiedSymbolName:
//ref VariableName, ParameterName or
FunctionName (depending on the container)
(object = [ObjectName] '$')? identifier = ID
;
FullyQualifiedArgumentName:
parent = FullyQualifiedSymbolName selectors += Selector+
VariableName or ParameterName
;

//ref

Selector:
('.' identifier = FormalArgument ) | ('[' selector = INTEGER ']')
;
ObjectName:
name = ID
;
LogicalAndOperator: '&&'
;
LogicalOrOperator: '||'
;
LogicalOperator:
'<' | '>' | "<=" | ">=" | '==' | '!=';
PowerOperator:
'^'
;
MultiplicativeOperator:
'*' | '/' | '%'
;
AdditiveOperator:
'+' | '-'
;
UnaryOperator:
'+' | '-'
;
NUMBER:
INTEGER | FLOAT;
terminal STRING:
'"' (ESCAPE_SEQUENCE | !('\\' | '"'))* '"';
terminal fragment ESCAPE_SEQUENCE:
'\\' ('b' | 't' | 'n' | 'f' | 'r' | '\"' | '\'' | '\\')
| UNICODE_ESCAPE
| OCTAL_ESCAPE;
terminal fragment OCTAL_ESCAPE:
'\\' ('0'..'3') ('0'..'7') ('0'..'7')
| '\\' ('0'..'7') ('0'..'7')
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| '\\' ('0'..'7');
terminal fragment UNICODE_ESCAPE:
'\\' 'u' HEXDIGIT HEXDIGIT HEXDIGIT HEXDIGIT;
terminal fragment HEXDIGIT:
('0'..'9' | 'a'..'f' | 'A'..'F');
terminal BOOLEAN:
'true' | 'false';
terminal INTEGER:
('0' | '1'..'9' '0'..'9'*);
terminal FLOAT
: '0'..'9' + '.' '0'..'9'* EXPONENT?
| '.' '0'..'9'+ EXPONENT?
| '0'..'9'+ EXPONENT
| ('0'..'9')
;
terminal fragment EXPONENT
: ('e'|'E'|'d'|'D') ('+'|'-')?('0'..'9')+;
terminal SL_COMMENT : ('#') !('\n'|'\r')* ('\r'? '\n')? ;
terminal ML_COMMENT : '/#' -> '#/';
terminal BEGIN: '{';
terminal END: '}' ;
terminal ID: ('a'..'z'|'A'..'Z'|'_')('a'..'z'|'A'..'Z'|'_'| '0'..'9')*;
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